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Second Class Postage
Paid at Stony Brook N. v.

By ALLAN HOCHBERG

David Dellinger and William
Kunstler will speak on campus
this Sunday. Pacifist Dellinger,
and Kunstler, the Chicago 7
attorney, will be talking at 8:30
in the gym. Kunstler and other
members of the conspiracy, now
free on bail, have been speaking
at universities across the
country. At Illinois University
recently Kunstler raised _ his
clenched fist to symbolize what
he termed "the move from
protest to resistance. " He also
spoke of the need to change
society through "whatever
means necessary. "

The Chicago lawyer recently
addressed an overflowing crowd
of 6000 Albany State students.
Launching into a discussion on
meanings and ramifications of
the trial, Kunstler said that there
are "three stages in a society
undergoing a change of life:

protest, resistance and then
rebellion. We are now in the
second of these stages."

Much of the pair's
commentary is related to the
Chicago 7 trial. The original
eight defendants were indicted
on March 20, 1969 under the
recently passed anti-riot
provisions of the 1968 Civil
Rights Act. 'he act has been
considered of dubious-
constitutional validity by many
prominent lawyers.

At various times during the
oft-mocked trial Judge Julius
Hoffman sentenced all the
defendants and their counsel on
contempt charges.

David Dellinger received a
three day sentence for arguing
about which toilet the
defendants could use and four
days for saying, "You're acting
like a fascist court."

William Kunstler received sux
months for embracing the Rev.
Ralph David Abernathy in the
back of the courtroom after the
judge had ordered that the black
leader's. presence should not be
pointed out to the jury. "I can
only hope," an impassioned
Kunstler told the court after he
was cited for contemp "that my
fate does not deter other lawyers
throughout the country who, in
the difficult day& that-lie a4e"d,
-ww be asked to defend, clients
aganst a steadily increasing
governmental encroachment
upon their most fundamental
liberties. . . I may not be the
greatest lawyer in the-world, but
I think I am, along with my
colleague Len Weinglass, (who
got one year, eight months and
three days), the most privileged
being punished for what we
believe in."

Continued on page 6
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A petition with over 1500 signatures urging the Mathematics Department to rehire Dr.
David Schioer will be submitted to Dr. Pond and Academic Vice President Dr. Bentley
Glass on Wednesday.

The petition contends that
the major emphasis in a
state-funded institution such as
Stony Brook should be on
education rather than on
research. It calls Dr. Schroer's
dmissal "an unfortunate - but
typical - example of the

perish Medrome!!"'
The petition ws originally

submitted to Dr. James Simons,
chairman of the Math
Department, who stood by the
department's unanimous
decision that Schroer "...
doesn't meet the overall
standards of the department."
Simons describes Schroer's chief
deficiency as his "research
inactivity." Although admitting
that Schroer is an able teacher,

Simons contends that "it is
possible to bring people to
Stony Brook who are first rate
both in research and teaching."

Sim ns feels he has an
obligation to graduate students
to hire good resarchen and
added that "one can leam i be

learn to be a good athetical
researcher. Led by Mark Cooper
and Matt Kotowski, however,
the students feel that it, isn't
necessary for a professor -to do
very much research to teach
undergraduates and that the
department is "making a
distinction between a good
researcher and a good teacher,
and the students are suffering."
They point to his 90th
percentile rating in the 1968 -

69 Teacher Evaluation Survey as
proof that he is one of Stony

: Brook's best teachers.

CONTRACT TERMINATED:
Math Professor David Schroer.

Summonses Issued
Criminal charges were filed in District Court yesterday

against three HEP staff members suspended from the
program Tuesday for allegedly beating four HEP students.

Robert Callender and Ernie
S t a r r, who allegedly living on a college campus. The
administered the beatings, were project, sponsored by the Office
charged with two counts each of for Economic Opportunity, was
harassment and third degree located at Hofstra University last
assault. HEP Residence Advisor year.
James Cooper was charged with Acting- President Pond
four counts of menacing and announced the appointment,
four counts of unlawful -Wednesday of Robert E. Nurse,
imprisonment. Summonses formerly director of the Central
against the three, answerable in Islip Neighborhood Community
court within two weeks of their Center, as the new director of
receipt, have been issued. HEP.

The three staff members, as The four HEP staff members
well as HEP director Thomas denied the accusations leveled at

- Turner, were suspended and them on-cajmpus prior to the
ordered to leave the campus- by court action earlier this week.
Acting University President T. They did leave the campus and
Alexander Pond, after two: were unavailable for comment,
investigators provided by the with the exception of Turner
Suffolk Human Relations (see story elsewhere on this
Commission reported that four page).
HEP students had been beaten The alleged beatings,
on March 18 ankd the according to Human Relations
information was suppressed by Commission investigator James
Turner. Woodberry, was in reprisal for a

HEP (High School student who had disagreed with
Equivalency Program) is a Cooper at a HEP-BSU meeting.
program which enables former According to Woodberry, the
migrant workers who are student was called into a
enrolled in special courses to meeting with Cooper and
c o m p I e t e high school brought three friends, fearing
equivalency diplomas while Continued on page 6
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warped minds."
In an exclusive interview with

Statesman, Turner charged that
four HEP students "were
coerced" into filing complaints
that they had been beaten by
three HEP staff members, adding
that he had been asked to leave
campus Tuesday by a group of
blacks armed with shotguns and
other weapons.

Turner, along with HEP staff
members James Cooper, Robert
Callendar, and Ernie Starr, were
suspended and ordered to leave
the campus by Acting President
T. Alexander Pond after the
complaints against them had
been filed. Turner, not accused
of participating in the alleged
beatings, was alleged to have
suppressed information on the
matter.

Turner charged that a power
struggle "between certain Black
students" had "overwhelmed"
him, claiming that members of
Black Students United "used me
in order , to advance their

potions within the BSU
structure."

"There seems to have been a
conspiracy between the
administration and the 'colored'
students who chased us off
campus at gunpoint," said
Turner. He charged that Acting
President Pond had told an
investigator "to get" HEP aide
Cooper. Pond said the charge
was "absolutely untrue." The
investigator, James Woodberry,
denied the charge also.

Turner told Statesman that
the four HEP complainants were,
"grilled" by two Human
Relations Commission
investigators and maintained
that they had been put under
pressure to sign complaints.
Speculating that the complaints
were not written by the four
students, he said that the
sentence structure was too
complex for it to have been
written by them. "Two of them

Continued on page 6

CONSPIRACY DUO: William
Kunstler (above) and David
Dellinger will speak to SB
students Sunday night.

Inside
Statesman

SUNY Chancellor Gould
Resigns- See page 3

Turner Issues Statement-
See page 4

Review-"End of the
Road" - See page 14

Baseball Team Trounced -
See page 16
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KunstlerS Dellinger
To Speak Sunday

N .

:hairman James Simons, asking the renewal of Dr. David Schroer's contract. photo by BS tan schill

Students To Confront Pond
With Schroer Petition

By VINCENT MARAVENTANO

3 HEP Aides Facing (Court Charges
Turner Denies
Accusations

Denying that any of his students had received-beatings,
suspended HEP director Thomas Turner claimed yesterday
that he was the victim of "vicious lies, power struggles, and
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Juniors f d

Preference will be given to
students in their junior year,
although sophomores and
seniors will also be considered
for recommendation. The
purpose of the summer
internship prolram is to give
highly motivated students an
opportunity to see govenment
in action, particulary in areas of
current social problems.

Agencies in Suffolk County
paiWipatin g in the program will
include the ouunty Executive's
Office, Civil Service
Commission, Health
Department, Akntal Health
Board, P tone
Department of Social Service
and the Dict COWL Other

I .

Preschool Day
Care Center

for

4-5 year olds opening April
in Smith Haven Mall

Mon-FP

9-9:30- 5:30-6:00 p. m

CaU Carolw Holt - 724-6161
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THIS
SUMMER

Theatre, tennis and riding facilities are on
campus as well as moem residence

halls for men and women.

UNDERGRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS
Ubera ts and Sciences, Pro-Professional
Pre-Engineen& Business and Education.

GRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS in the, School of
Education, Arts and Sciences, Palmer Graduate Library
School, Arthur T. Roth School of Business Administration.

J Art mid TheeW

Apb ii fir TWO 5-WEE SUME SSIS -
JONE 22JULY 24 and JULY 27UGUST 28-- aW E _W4g

Visitin sbs from accredited colts wecome.

C.W. POST CENTER
UONG SAND UNIVERS1TY

For a ita , _l bt
1m" 610 292431 or mIN Coqm

SummarwS-n OfSes C.W. Post Center
P.O. L. N.Y. 115
ftm- seW am S Miowr inS_ bulleti
0 UndsoOaduet 0 G 0 Dy 0 Evnw

tone .......................................................

Addrass .....................................................

Cty ......................... .SZp...........

STATESMAN, student newspaper
of SUNY at Stony Brook, is
published Mondays, _Wenesudys,
and Fridays during the sping
semester by the Statesman
Assclatlon, an unincorporated
nprovft oanization. Robert
F. 9o=n, Prdent; Alan J. Wax.
Treasurer. Editorial and Bushness
Offices are located In the Stony
Brook Union Building, low
level. Editorial and Business
phorw: 246-3690. Member UnIted
States Student Pres Association.
Represented for national
advertising by National
Educational Advertising Service,
18 E. 50 St., Now York, N.Y.
Prfnted by The smithtown Ne.;
1 Brooksite Dr., Smithtown, N.Y.
Free to students. $5 per year.

-Singles, 10 cents. Entered as
second class mall at Stony Brook,
-N.Y.Of visitifc student, from which colfte? .........................

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .~~~~~
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Summlrer Internshps
En c Fa Buau has announced thr

begnnig of its third annual rram of sumnme
tensh~ip positions ^wmt Suffolk County govemment

agencies, principally in social are activities.
Aprox ately fifteen 12-week inemships, paying $90 a

week will be available on a competitive basis to Stony
Brook students.

Phrofe~o Dieter IL , n may be added to the
Director of the 'Econ program, pending current
Remearch Bureau, announced otiations with the county.
that a Faculty Screeni

Oommttee has been appointed
by Dr. Sidney Gelber, Cce Sts
president for liberal studies, to
select Stony Brook students for St u d e n t s w ill h a ve t h e

recommendation to county additional option this year of
aences. Coordination. of the earing six credits for the
selection process will be internship experience by
undertaken by Vera Ronny, registenn for the summer
research associate of the seson and enroUing in Eco 393.
Economic Research Bureau. T he co u r e w ill c o n s is t of a
Principal criteria for s e r ie s of seminar meetings,
recomendation will be student complimentary readings, and a
interest in urban and regional ia l report o n the internship
affairs, previously demonstrated epnno or a related research
interest in this area through project.
course work -and/or
extracurricular activities, and P .r.r-
good academic performance. iP e

US
l
te

s for e n ro l l ing in

CLOTHESLINE OR SPIDERWEB?: Roth -e-ideits returned from Easter to find twine strung around
Imposts. forming a gigantic web over their lake. It disappeared yeste day as mysteriously as it
appored. ' 1 Photo by R. Welsenlesd

Adw% co amen areO IkiLAM u M CXUwtmens
are selection for the internship
program and permission of the
instructor. ITe course will be
taught by Professors Zweig and
Zschock.

Apliatons

Students interested in
applying should pick up an
apication form from Mrs.

Corliss in the Economic
Resmea Bureau in SSB-326.

The deadline for submitting the
applications Weinea, April
22. Appints will im iy
be scheded for an appointment
with a member of the Faculty
S aeiening Co _m . If the
Committee decides to

reommend -a student for a
county, trip the student
wfll be to one of the
Batepatin cunty agened
Selection of inteviews with

counze eagncies will be Wsed on
student preference .-and the
availability of internship.
positions.

RM k w K- I;

Good Old

Tootsie Taxi
5 NeAuw As for Better
and aster~nruic

Special Student Discount

751-8349

SB's Largest Clothesline? County Gwvt OffeIrs
qw

Last Dayl

to Withdaw

from Classes
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MLX Draws Little Response
By BOB ALTMAN

The 1970 Teacher Evaluation Survey may not be published due to a lack of student
response, according to Mike Kaplan, editor-in-chief of the survey.

The survey, wich was
distributed before Easter rom.
has not reeid a largeenoug

reponse from students to makee - .^i^ ^
it statiscally v tli o kIf e w committee searching for a succesor to
it enouha lid. tother Aeademic Wee President Bentley Gla i askg
questenoureposaid Ktole t 

o f t h e U n ve i t y Community to gest
quhes 19St Tesaid Kapluan icandidates.
fre ut wiTcrElluDo nb Glz will re a c h th e mS ln a t o ry r e t i re m e n t a ge in
.ublisu edyl June 1971.

KaPlan explned that "it r e 8c ar h committee, beaded by Faculty
pndicelous to cri t or p is S en a t e Exeutive Committee Chairman Jerome

tricuer on tho rt ofr praise Singer, is aski n s t u d e n t s, faculty, and staff to
or two students feet about onie" sen d candidates' name, current position, and
He plated mude of the about for r r for r ndation to r o o m 1 4 2 in So c ia l

the poor response o n "the Science "B" building . The committee asks that
tA'e pr o di ps y nomtheions be submitted as so o n a s p ible,
apathetic." Acore t preferably by next week.
Kapa, the Xdt advisngs 

T he t h ir t e e n member search group has one
"wont take a little bit oftime 

s t u d e n t representative, Dwight Loines. Also
to do somethti ortwhue, 2iserng on the panel are Vice President for Liberal
like m ak ing s uretha t ile, Studies Sidney Gelber, Vice Prfesident for Health
fills out a quonnaire." Sciences Edmund Pellegrino, and Herbert

The survy is being funded Weisnger, Dean of the Graduate Sc h ool.
this year by Dr. Pond, Dr. Glass, T h e committee has held several preliminary
and Dr. Gdber. Polity, which meetings so far. It met with Glass, University
last year provided one-third of mee n A ct i n g P res id e n t P o n d a t i ts .

th undsy , yas naleand as n 
I n a memorandum circulated to the faculty, the

anc cmused Polity of "pnot Search committee said, "We are asking the
cooperating as much as ito niversity Com m unit y to ist u s s o t h a t n o

have, nor as much as it should worthwhile potential candidate is overlooked.
have." A spokesman for Polity
said that while Polity could not .
afford to provide any funds,
they did supply the necessary
materials to -publish the survey i _ _^ _
forms,

A published survey enables Student International Charters
students to learn about an 1186 Broadway
instructor and his teaching Ne Y N Y* 10001
abilities before signing up for a New York, N. Y. 10001
course. The questionnaire forms
may be picked up at the main | A A
desk in the Student Union _ _ ^ _
building, and- Kaplan urges * I * W
students to "say whatever you
want to." He has promised to Dep. Ret.
print all opinions. June 2 Aug. 1 8

Students are needed to help -une 11 Aug. 24
work on the survey, and anyone June 18 Aug. 28
interested may contact Mike July 5 b - S 5
Kaplan at 4756. Kaplan can also - 1 -
answer anyone who has f : Ha. - Ad ; - i- A,»
-questions concerning the survey. 4 *, R A M Iago*3LULy'^ .-̂ *.It "

I^^- P"" A __ ' ^" * En tX b^ ^::- <

AIWgn-m - op-

S.U.N.Y He
By ALAN J. WAX

ad to Quit
He was also president of the
University of California at Santa
Bbara and Antioch College.

Student e nro ll ment in the
SUNY system J inM ed
under Gould- from 50,000 to
250,000. The 1968 Mater Plan

calls for an e nt o f

275,400 by 1975.

NYAssemn ly
OK's Abortion

Albany - The New York
State Assembly narrowly
approved yesterday a measure
that would repeal virtually all
restrictions on abortions.

The 76-73 vote came after
more than four hours of
emotional debate. State law
requires that 76 votes are needed
for passage of a bill. The. bill is
an amended version of the
measure passed three weeks ago

in the State Senate. Assembly
pasag of the amended bill

requires concurrence of the
Senate.

The measure would permit an
abortion to be performed by a
physician within 23 weeks from
conception with the consent of
the mother. After that date,
abortions may be performed
only if the life of the mother is
jeopardized. This is the only
standard under which abortions
are now allowed - a standard
that has withstood challenge for
almost a century.

Opponents of the measure
said it would lead to the
destruction of human life, but
advocates contended the bill
would open the hospitals in need
of care. Otherwise, said
Assemblyman Albert Blumental
(D-Manhattan), many women
will continue to patronize back
alley abortionists.

The bill's sponsor was
Assemblywoman Constance
Cook (R-Ithaca). Chief
opponents of the bill were
Assemblymen Lawrence E.
Corbett (R-Fort Edward) and
:4ohn Terry (R-Syracuse). Iex

Albany - State University
Chancellor Samuel B. Gould
announced his resignation
yesterday, effective October 1,
1970.

Gould, who has been
Chancellor since September
1964, bas been le-iged recently
by numerous problems
throughout the SUNY system,
including violence at- the
University's Buffalo Center, drug
problems and campus unrest
here at Stony Brook, and
financial problens with the

bture.
Mrs Maurice T. Moore of

New York City, Chairman of the
SUNY Board of Trustees, said
that no plans for a successor to
the $46,000 per year position
have been made.

Before his appointment as
Chancellor, Gould served for
two years as president of WNDT,
an educational television station.

Asians Express
Opposition To
Vietnam War

A Vietnam war committee of
the Oriental-American Society
has been organized to express
Asian opposition to the war in
Vietnam.

The purposes of this group are
to demonstrate concern for the
suffering of the Vietnamese
people, to show that many
Asians oppose American Policy
in Vietnam, and to call for an
immediate and total withdrawl
of U.S. troops from Vietnam.

""Asians Against the Vietnam
War," established on a national
level, has a local chapter headed
by Mr.- Truong Buu, Lamn, an
assistant professor in the Stony
Brook History Department. The
movement came about as a
result.- -of what-- many
Asian-A.mericans consider to be
a decrease of national
the anti-war sentiment

An anti-war teac
march in Washington,
be held tomorrow an
This past Februa
students and professik
the U.S. and Cana(
mourning procession i
the White House. .

This Week's SJ

Concord
Grape
Wine

Okst Liquors
1610 Main St.
lPortJeff N.Y.

when the computeR
on YouR WRISt

BiCaks bown...

You'd never think of attacking the repairs on a
modern electronic computer ... nor should

you think of "tinkering" with a broken watch. As
precisely adjusted as its big brothers, your

wrist "computer" requires the technical skills of a
trained repairman. We have such skills and out

repairs are speedy. reliable and modest in cost.

bAVIS J6/eweRls
Three Village Plaza

Setauket , N.Y*

Storewido
on all

Wines & L

G-S A
CYCLE SA

WNUt "S€AVICE
OUHRKST NA
TRI If

| ROYAL El
IJAWA-CZ

QLELOC ET '

* NEWaiUSD -T
* ILESSONS
* ME PAYMEW
* INSURCE AR
oM on HA.M.,
AddCRNT CALL 4r

No2n am
MT. Slum
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Turner Issues Statement
Th followin i a stutiment releaed to 8tt_ by s IIpInded
HEP Director Thonm Turner yesterday. Actil Unrsity Preident
T. Alexander Pond responds to it on pay 6.

;*)

What I'm going to may is the
truth. It is not my side, the
Univesty' side, but merely the
truth. The wbereabouts of the
four HEP students who were
allegely beaten by three of my
staf membets are unknown.
hey were taken from the HEP

Prrm aon Tuesday. April 7thb
by Mr. Chisolm and Woodbury,
two in itos appointed by
Dr. Pond to investigate the HEP
Proram, and were into
sigi statements saying they
had been beaten and were afraid
for their life.

On the strength of theme
statements which came after a
week of investigating, which also
came after Woodbury, Chisolm
and Pond told me that they were
completely satisfied with HEP,
which also came after Dr.- Pond
told me Woodbury and Chisolm
were rendering a favorable
report, Dr. Pond saw fit to
suspend me, Robert CaUllendar,
Ernie Starr and James Cooper.

The manner m which we were
herded off the ampus
atrocious. lhere seems to have
been a cos between the

mistion of the school and
the "colored" students who
chased us off campus at
gunpoint. These students
approahed me at five to five
Tuesday evening, shotguns in
band. withb istols. knives the
-11 - - J--

stics and or&
Cooper, and Er
campus in fifteei
got out of our a
wildly off campi
Pond from the pol
explained what hI
told me that
suspended, and t
had been chase
with guns w a I
me and the poli
been no justice g
administration, b

Dad around Kelly may not be
By B STOLLER

Additional permanent parking and repm of the service ru
forthcoming for the next five years.

Planning Coordinat A Th dormA are only in Xh
Ryder has been told that present planning stages at this time and
propoal cala for expansion of co on of they, on a site
the icuete pa aciities nor KeUy, in not expected to be
and repar of the broken coped for a few years.
roadway in the sitewor iork eoesa hmwee.
colact for the otb 16 d s "gs for KeXX ig

take as long as five years to be
-competed Banrding to Ryder.

The se wki around the quad
ha literally fallen apat from
heavy usage by vehicles. Ryder
mid that he does not }sow wbo
i at fault for the road's
condition, but a far as be knows
it waspu el cntutd

Responsibility for finding a
bod to fund the work rests

with state _ and the
arMhitects. Ryder said that while
he could not authorize another
way to fund the repairs, he mu
trying to find atete methods
to suggest to the people
r sponsible for constIuction.

Utility Tunnel
Regarding another

construction development,
Ryder explained that the

rently oee excavation
dug for what will be a utilities
tunnel is eeary.

He pointed out that the
tunnel in back of the library is
so deep because it has to lead
into the sub-basement of a
planned graduate science
building and because of a change
in the grade of the land between
the tunnel's various destination
points.

The opening is wide near the
library because it is cheaper to
bank the earth on a wide
excavation than to shore up the
sides of a narrower hole. Near
the biology and engineering
buildings the trench for the
tunnel will be narrower and
closer to the surface.

The tunnel itself should be in
place in a few months Ryder
said, and the excavations will be
filled in with construction of
conduits and piping inside the
tunnel

Ryder said that he expected
most of the external tunnel
work to be completed by
September.-

The tunnel, which will be 10
feet high and about 15 feet
wide, will house electrical and
telephone circuits, as well as
pipes for water and steam.

Continued c

TUNNEL TO noW-HERE: WVorkmen awe buildial a «MONSO ID
connect buildings for utility purposes. photo by Mike Amico
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TAKE OUT CAN PR e l

och1 Lo"b 473.7 I2
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r^ - SHOP - 1. OurLake Grove Office is Now Opened W

f The Three VilWas k * tie etiu

SITUP *E A T E R N NATIONAL
-costume, a ON. Ae - , K .

? Paper - Unusual Gifts ; W. Main St., Smtown X o

FREE WRAPPING
S-TiHOW * HAUPPWhE,* 14O *I -Hlm STATION
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Repair of Kelly Road Delayed
Tunnel Dimensions Explained
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. -,OW I HOra N%%k LOW KITCHEN
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In MemoriAm I
Jodi AJo-di Aurelio

"Ann mim Prewnts

Haim Zohar spaking on
Israel's Army as an Educational Institute.

He is the head of the Student Authority in Israel,
which makes individual allocations to students for
stdy abroad.

Sun. April 12 - 9:00 p.m.
S B U 248

PERSONAL
WOULD YOU LIKE TO make new
friends? Lonesome? Over 21? Meet
nice people to date. Confidential
Interviews. Call Suburban

Introductions 265-4974 for
appointment.

DEAR M: These are precious years. e
I love Vou. &

19"6 MGB ORG. Wood paneling,
vry good condition, extrat An
5S4579.

VW '64 REBUILT ENGINE,
suspension reworked, reversed
wheels, many new parts, best offer.
Call Bob 246-6430.

I~ir.-r

that proved once and for all that
even if pollution doesn't sit too
well with living things, at least
it's good for business.

Within a week after Nixon's
sec, a New York Times
survey indicated at least 1,000
com es are "trying to make a
dolar by selling anti-pollution
technology or equipment."

For the businsmen, it w
happy "proofs" once agsin. that
if, people-the every day.wrkr
housewife or college
student-,are willing to get into
the streets and demand reform,
their demands will be "met;."
"Reform" is possible under
citalism-at least when it turns!

a nice profit. I
As a Quantum Science

Corporation report put it
recently, "The growing public
awareness of pollution problems
and increasing government air

TO S.E.E.: Glad you back. Very,
wry. PlIz.-B32 and others.

GIRLS IN RED CAR Nicoll,
Nesconset. 11 Monday night. Call
Guys in white car 5170, important!

WARNING FROM STARR: May the
person who stole my boots contract
fatal athlete's foot.

I LIKE my pickles crisp. V. Raboy.Yel low

Groovy Service

Student Discount

751-6666

SERVICES

STONY BROOK UNION
RECREATION AREA seeking
speciallst in strobe fighting for
consultant fee. Call 3653, Mr. Barkas.

SPLIT 2 LONDON-We'll jet you
there and back, all dates, lowest
rates, Freeport Travel (516)
868-2121 or (212)^658-5090.

WANT YOUR PERSONALITY
ANALYZED for handwriting analysis
call Allan 5172.

DIANE: THROUGH THE MILES,
through the years, through the tears,
I can clearly see a love I'll someday
come home to. When once again I
have the power to hold you, to
comfort and protect you, I'll have
everything I need. I love you. Steve

H A P P Y B I R T H D A Y
MAXINE Ncxt year at this time
you Il celebrate it here!
Congratulations and good luck: From
MPP., A.S., K.G.

RONNY: Congrats on the Impossible
Dream - B32 and others.

R - are we or aren't we? - J

B - are we or aren't we? - S

H -are we or aren't we? - I

FOR SALE
SOLIGOR LENS PRESET F.3-5 925

r- r III
I

ANY GI RLS WHO WOULD U KE TO
VOLUNTEER their help and time on
campus, with recreational activities
to assist 6 girls from "Little Flower'
home, please contact Grace Krucker
HR3-4109.

MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE FS-1.
Insured immediately. Collision, Fire,
theft, available. No charge tix, or
accidents. Frank Albino, 1820

'Middle Country Road, Centereach.
981-0478.

ONCE THERE WERE TREES and a
'river ... once there was a time of
'man. Help William vanden Heuvel
'become Governor and reinstate a
"time of man." Call 212-889-1522.

(FOR INFORMATION ON
WITHHOLDING percentage of
income tax to protest National
Foreign Policy. Call Nell, War Tax
Resistance Representative, 246-4505.

REFRIGERATORS, $25. $2.00extr
delvy to StonY Brook. RefrlFrator

Repr Service 537-9823. Call

RAMBLER AMERICAN A64, two
new tWs, recent tune up and exhaust
runs wn O3MQ 7355

ATTEND COLEGIO VICTORIA
summw schooL Guadalajara, Mexico.
$250, Includes room. board and
tuition. Call An 5-5566.
WANTED APT. IN CITY to share
and/or sublet for summer. Preferably
In vHla. Contact Joy at 5499 or
48SO. p trying.
APARTMENT NEEDED FOR
SUMMER. After exams util ta
semester bgins. Nor University. Call
Carol "65.

WANTED STUDENTS TO SHARE
HOUSE off campus or couples to
arrange room switch on campus. Bob
3746, Sue 5729.
SAY STEREO. All stereo euipment
and SONY trinitron TV's. 751-6136.
FOUND:A GRADUATION RING in
G quad with Initials from East
Meadow High School '69. Call Sanat
6665.

HARPOS'S ICE CREAM PARLOR
(KGA) presents Peter Sellers in "The
mouse That Roared" Friday and
Saturday at 8, 10 & midnight.

AUTOMOTIVE
*S9 RAMBLER 6 AUTO. Many now
prts. runs God- Good around town
ar $7S. 732-7635.

1963 MGB BLUE CONV. Wlre
wes, radio S750. Call after 6

weekdays 7S1-2616.

OWN A FERRARI? MG, or others?
Foreign car accessories ( lamps,
mufflers, etc.) ridiculous prices.
Special of the week - Quartz
iodide Lamps $25 a pair. laaation
arranged. Call 751-6136. Say_"Car."

OPELL KADETT 1969 excellent
condition. 102 H.P., Manuel clock,
radio, heater. $800. Call Evenings
744-1970.
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By JERRY RESNCK

You wouldn't expect that a
.. V. propgm called "Pollution
is a Matter of Choice' would
hae as its bck music
8am I's "Evil Wayss B, S &
rs "When I Die" and B.B.
King's '4The Thrill is Gone."
Thenagain you wouldn't expect
a lecture entitled "How John
Doe Can Provide A Solution To
Inviornmental Pollution" to.
begin with a television show.

.Yet, both did Tuesday evening
in James College's D-3 lounge
and unfortunately the
"boob-tube" special was
superior by far.

The CBS "White Paper"
special explored specific
examples of pollution in order
to focus upon three themes.
Two of the three are extremely
cliched. They are that the price
of pollution is the destruction of
the environment and that man
must be willing to accept fewer
of the "luxuries" of life if he
wants to remain alive in a safe
environment. The program used
Gary, Indiana, a once boom'
steel town that is now just a
dirty, polluted, ugly city, as one
example of pollution's
destructive effects. The
documentary also focused upon
the temporary victories of the
forces of ecological conservation.
over the industrial powers that
-wanted to build an airport in the-

,at devoted to a disusion of
the problem the university
causes the community by
idumping its sewage wastes into
Port Jefferson Harbor. Mr. Shay,
a concerned member of the
community, was present to
Appeal to the students to
petition the state to build the
university its own sewage
disposal plant. According to
Shay, the inefficiently designed
and poorly operated plant in
Port Jeff is incapable of handling
the sewage of both the
community and the ever-growing
mniversity. Although SB was
advised to make this
arrangement in 1960, and signed
a 25 year contract, Shay
Imaintains that the community
didn't realize how large SB
would become so fast. He now
feels that the contract should be
annulled.

A partial solution to this
Vproblem, although an expensive
one, would be to build new
plants to provide not only
primary but secondary and
tertiary treatment of the sewage
as well. Yet, judging by Mr.
Shay's attitude tovord the
.university, a final solution rests
.on whether the community,
which sees this problem as a
separate one for the university
and the community, can join
with SB to devise a plan
-beneficial to both parties.

beautiful Florida everglades and
oil refineries in hi rt
H6aror. Maine. Both served as
examples of the show's third
theme and main point-pollution
is a matter of choke and ca be
p ,evented.

Dr. Grant Gross, a prominent
professor in the MaFine Sciences
Center, unintentionally used the
program as a preliminary survey
of the pollution problem. He
found it a hard act to follow and
spoke only briefly, but
emphasized the fact that the
underlying problems to the
pollution crisis a r e the difficulties
and politics involved with
allocating the country's
resources to combat it. Gross
told his small audience that the
power to fight pollution lies.
mainly in the hands of those
politicians who decide which
area gets the highest priority and
how much money can be spent
where. He feels that people must
develop a pride in their local
environment, meaning the
university, before they can even
hope to consider the country's
problems. In reference to the
program, he added that
corporations and business
interests will never accept defeat
and will continue to try to
expand by building new plants
no matter what the cost to the
environment.

The remainder of the lecture

:1R. GRANT GROSS: He s that people must develop a pride in
their environment. photo by Mike Amico

Copy of

Any Freshman iuw a biology major or
intending to come one can obtain a free copy
of PROBE by sending name and campus
address to:

Glenn Bock or Todd Swick
114 Harpo Marx College (KGA)

Univ. Comm. - $2students - $1

Tickets available at SBU Ticket Office Proceeds g tsWPNMMOd go to the Defens Fund-

Informa T. . ,Program
On Local Pollution Probim

'Pollun BusinessBoom
s Concern Increases

TORONTO (LNS)-There are pollution control legislation will
radicals around the Canadian produce great investment
and U.S. universities these days interest."*
who oppose anti-pollution In all, it is a heartening period
demonstrations-"such protests for stock brokers; Nixon's
don't really affect the power dictum came just in time. Before
structured goes their argument. trading picked up in those

Well, it took only President companies dealing in marketing
Richard Nixon's voice, raised anti-pollution, January was
above the rabble of college marked as the sixth consecutive
students and professors, to spark month of real income decline in
a flurry of action on Wall Street the current recession.

Freshman Biology Majors:
Get a Free

PROBE
SUSB Review of Bio-Medicine.

Kunr 4 IWilliam
Defense Attorney for the Chicago 7"

He ---- - v 1 ..F-4 Was&e 0Tamron 400mm f 7.5 $20,
Recha ssitre*o $M 135S" If MISCELLANEOUS _

Dav-id Dellinger
Member of the Conspiracy

Sunday, April 12 8:30 EM.
UNIVERSITY GYM

Public - $3



LOST and FOUND . ..
It was you because there were THEY, the objects-not he,

she or we. You alone.
And I was I because there were I, he, she, and YOU.
Then, when you were they, your thoughts,

it was not I, but your thoughts.
Then, when it was I, the very fleeting Present,

me, my feelings,
it was not you, but the Past and the Future . . .
Where were you? Lost and Found ...

ROB's SHOP 9 8 1 -00 7 0

FOREIGN CAR RffPARS

Compete S-rvico - Pick-Up S10 dDIivnr

All Work Guaranteyd

Spring Special - Now until Earth Day

Tune-ups VW $19.95 Complete*

Mu - >Z1A-7'

Lube & Oil-$4.95

*New Plucs. gaskets. points/timing, Valve adjustment.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
WITHOUT OBLIGATION Complete and
Return

NAME --
ADDRESS

COLLEGE
Dates Required: FROM TO

.l' A--

i

STUDENTS I WE
OUR PROMISES

INCLUDING ROUND-TRIP JET,
Transfers Etc.,

Guaranteed Departures.
CONTACT OUR CAMPUS REP:

OR WRITE,

American Students Abroad
159, West 33rd, Street, N.Y. 10001
Tel: (212) 565-1732/4199

I1
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Millie Steinberg, Dmctic
State Committeewoman to
speak on Friday April 1Oth at
3:30 p.m., "A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to
Grossingers" -Kely-Gruzen D,
Downstairs lounge.

SUNDAY, APRIL 12

ason of the Freedom Concert,
featuring Handel's "Israel in
Egypt" - Choral Society of the
Moriches, 3:00 pm., Gym
Ticket information call:
742-6161 724-2320, 751-9749,
751-4892. Or call Ticket Office

COCA film The Thief of Bagdad
8: 00 p.m., Lecture Hall 100

Dreiser College Movie Room
Service Marx Brothers, 8:30
p.m., Dreiser lounge

Henry James Movie The Pit and
the Pendulum 8:30 p.m., James
lounge

Folk Singer Paul Geremiah will
present a concert at 3 p.m., in

the lounge of Irving College.

A Folk Concert for Children will
be presented by Stony Brook
students at 3 p.m., in the lounge
of Toscanini College.

The Choral Society of Moriches
will present a concert titled
*ITe Season of Freedom,"'
featuring Handel's "Israel in
Egypt" at 3 p.m. in the Gym.
Ti`ckets are $1.50 for the public,
$1 for Stony Brook
undergraduates and children.

The Academy Award-winning
film, The Heiress based on
Washington Square by Henry
James, will be shown at 8 p.m.
in the lounge of James College.
The film is part of a week-long
dedication of Henry James
Residential College and will be
followed by an informal
discussion of James' works by
Stony Brook professors Dr. John
Halperin and Dr. Sallie Sears.

FRIDAY. APRIL 10 SATURDAY, APRIL 11

International Folk Dancing 8:00 P in C Floyd in Concert- 8:30 in
PAm., ish lobby t he Gym Students $1.00, univ.

.comm. $2.00, Public $3.00.

Toseanini College Children's
Folk Concert, 3:00 p.m.,

Tescanini lounge

COCA film, The President's
Analyst, 8:00 pum., Lecture Hall
100

COCA Film, The President's
Analyst-8:30 p.m.. Leture Hll
100

Irving College Folk Concert,
"'Paul Geremiah" - 3:00 pzn.,
Irving lounge

Continued from page 1

can't even read,"' he claimed.
Pond said that the students had
dictated their complaints to a
secretary. The suspended
director said he would not press
charges against the blacks whom
he alleges ordered him at
gunpoint to leave the campus.
Turner claimed that Pond had
refused to aid him in the matter.
One of the students who asked
Turner to leave the campus said
that the students were not
armed.

*"I am not guilty of terrorizing
and beating black students. I am
not guilty of condoning these
acts if done by someone else,"
said Turner. He maintained that
the University could not suspend
him from the federally-funded
HEP program, which - is
supervised by the Office for
:-Economic Opportunity.

Pond, in a statement released
last night, said, "The allegation
of coercion against HEP students
by myself and others ..... are

without foundation." He added,
"The University's objective in all
of this had been to insure the
continuation of the HEP
program while at the same time
seeking objectively to establish
the facts involved in the
dispute." (Pond's - statement
appears on page 6).

Investigator James Woodberry
said Turner's statement was
"designed to stir up trouble." He
also denied Turner's accusations.

.COURT CHARGES FILED
Continued from page I

physical violence. AR four were
-then allegedly beaten by
Callender and Starr, as Cooper
allegedly stood guard.

Woodberry said the beating
was apparently prearranged. One
student had a severely sprainied
leg, he said.

Callendar and Starr have also
been dismissed as students in the
university.

PARADE CCOMMM l- 1-7 IIS-r t6 C- 10003 2JT- 10ro 062
^M.-A-Pe^JST~~~~~roO; ^M1-1631S (z<+ HUS.)

Kunstler
Continued from page 1

In their verdict, the jury
tossed out entirely the
government's intricately woven
theory of a conspiracy between
"seven -of the nation's top
radicals" to cross state lines to
incite riots in Chicago during the
1968 Democratic National
Convention. But the jury went
on to convict five of
them-David Dellinger, Tom
Hayden, Rennie Davis, Abbie
Hoffman, and Jerry Rubin-of
individually fomenting to cross
state lines to incite violence in
the Chicago streets. The two
other defendants , John Froines
and Lee Weiner, were acquitted
on all counts.

Proceeds to:

Li. Form Workers Service Center
for Mlirant Workers

Sponsors: Smith Haven Ministries
Temples Both Sholom.& Isaiah
North Shore Jewish Center Hillel
United Campus Minisries Newman COAuB.

Wealeknd Caleiar Weekend Calendar Weekend CcI

TurnerDenieslCarges
-

-

BOTI Internal Revenue tidqfts.^S
^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^^ ^ ™ ___ _ | QB~~~~c~uur~~cfrt»^u40

IW DEMa e eRA e. l>='3o- lso

lslw or uae p f- Aue. t
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Max Dres den Vi e ws Co llege Student Problems
n aong students to

amX only fo tests, and krI
a "lonely prces" and young
ope am "tfied R being
mn" D lasde be s that the

lution to these Piem fien i
imntn beured --- bi. cts and

2 changing the major
ation in educati from

oe of teacher and pero n to one
t subject ter than learn to
leae an individual .
rn the ensuing quesion
wiod, a debate arose over the
wt ruing of several Stony
rook professo. Replying to
e claim that when a choice
ust be made -between a good
icber and a good researcher
e teacher is always the last
mmen and the first to go,
resden pointed out that

hough it has on occauion
ppened this is not usually the
se Whaitever its asp
ony Brook, Dresden said, is
t codered a muaor e h
stitute, and mom is is
aced on good ehing than is
mmonly realized. He also
:linted out that on the
mcasions 'when a p r
cuty me er w fied, it was
ten due in part to the failure

his colleagues to back him
mpletely.

urner Stement
Continued from page 4

elations Commision or by the
Udents at SUSBE I am not
ilty of terronzing and beating
ack students . I am not guilty
condo these acts if done

r someone else. I have not been
ven the opportunity to be
WArd Therefore I have been
:omplIetely overwhelmed by
cious lies, power struggles and
arped minds

I

I ask only that those wo read
M* artle think for the _ .
iM of this could have been
Boved if BSU had been willing
* search for the truth, and
>me and talk to me like
others are supposed to do.

Mond Replies
to Turner

Dr. Pond Ssued the following
atement last night in response
D the Turner statement on page

A point by point rebuttal of
fr. Turner's statement to
tatesman would not by
ppropriate while the University
i continuing its investigation of
bese matters. However, the
Alowing needs to be said in
iew of the publication of Mr.
'urer's remarks.
Mr. Turner was suspended in a
lephone conversation because

his was the first chance I had to,
eak- to him after he walked out
t my office contrary to my
Atructions while I was drawing
p a formal letter advising him
f the course of action I was
adertaking.

In that same telephone
nversation Mr. Turner told me

at he has been ordered from
is office at gunpoint. I told him
at he should make these
targes known to the police and
at the University would also
vestigate them.

His charge of conspiracy
etween the University
dministration and black
;udents is gratuitously asserted.
his and the allegation of
3ercion against HEP students
y myself and others
Lvestigating complaints of
regularities in the HEP program
rought to our attention by the
uman Relations Commission
-e without foundation.

The University's objective in
1 of this has been to insure the
ontinuation of the HEP
rogram while at the same time
.eking objectively to establish
xe facts involved in the dispute.

Bagels & Lox
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staff
Arts-Joel Bloch, Marcia Reznik, Steve Ross, Fred Sternlicht, Hank
Teich.
Feature-Gerry Hariton, Harvey Hecht, Renee Lipski, Cathy Minuse,
Tina Myerson, Stefan Rosenberger, Marilyn Spigel.
News-Bob Altman, Arthur Charo, Alan Hochberg, Arlene Katz,
Susan Kaufman, Gary Krigsman, Louise Liew. Vincent Maraventano,
Bernard Powers, Jay Saffer, Elaine Silverstein, Bill Stoller
Photography-Steven Abrams, Mehmet Bengisu, Raymond Bronson,.
Kevin Brown, Doris Caitak, Stephen Eisenberg, Sheila Kassoy, Jook
Leung, Stewart Pollens, Alan Radin, Susan Rapapport, Paul Repak,
Steven Rosman, Brian Schill, Steven Texin.
Sports-Leonard Berliner, Randy Danto, Bob Fox, Steve Ingis,
Chuck Jeffords, Scott Karson, Ken Lang, Jeff Marshall, Michaet
Waxman.
Columnists-Lee Gruenfeld, Scott Klippel.
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What are courses without students? What
are students without teachers? What are
teachers without students?

These are questions which must be
answered in the very near future, for
students must come to the realization that
they are being sold short - sold short by
the Albany bureaucracy, sold short by the
Stony Brook Administration, and sold
short by the Mathematics Department.

Mathematics students have consistently
tolerated sitting in a classroom; watching
the "teacher" chalk some figures on the
board, recapping the book,
misunderstanding students' questions; and
not be able to learn much in the course.
There are, however, some teachers who
attempt to "be entertaining" (as Math
Department chairman James Simons calls
it) and who make teaching interesting. In
one particular case, that of Professor David
Schroer, the teacher will not be rehired
because of his lack of mathematical
research.

It is not ultimately the persons with
whom the students should be concerned,
but with the policy and procedure by
which the Mathematics Department
arbitrarily sets standards concerning these
persons -without student input. It has
been admitted that no formalized structure
f or such student opinion has been
established within the Mathematics
Department, and therefore real teaching
ability cannot be judged. Professor Simons
claims that the members of the
mathematics faculty know who is a good
teacher, but how can they really know if
they have not been forced to sit in the
classroom and watch the teacher
"perform"?

Dr. Simons admits that Dr. Schroer "is a
good teacher in the honest sense. He is an
entertaining teacher as well as a good
teacher, and this is not wrong." But what is
wrong? The fact that Dr. Schroer does not
do research! When Dr. Simons was a
member of the Institute for Defense
Analysis his stress was on research. Upon
coming to Stony Brook, he wanted to
make Stony Brook's Mathematics
Department emulate that of Harvard,
where most mathematicians do research.

During a meeting with Dr. Simons before
the spring recess, he indicated he would be
receptive to a questionnaire given to

I

I ,

I

I
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I
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mathematics students, but did not say he
would consider it for hiring or firing. To
strengthen any type of survey distributed
in mathematics classes by students, we
strongly recommend that a freeze be made
on the hiring and firing of present and new
faculty members until such time as
students are formally given a voice on
whom should be retained. This is the only
way for a fair judgement of the teaching
ability of the faculty.

As far as Dr. Simons! attitude goes, we
feel that his policy is objectionable and
detrimental to what the University should
be. We urge that Dr. Simons reevaluate his
position on research vs. teaching, and in so
doing, reevaluate if a person possessing his
ideas really belongs in a university.

Due^ Process^
During the March 12, 1969 sit-in in the library,

President Toll agreed to abolish the status persona
non grata from the campus. The status had been
used on a non-student who had political
differences with the Administration. Today, the
Administration makes no reference to the status,
but apparently still uses the- procedure. Four
members of the University Community have been
summarily suspended from either their jobs or as
students beause of alleged conflict between tim
and other members of the University Community.

Where is due process?

A judicial procedure has been set up on campus
for such grievances to be resolved - the Polity
Judiciary is to hear cases on student violation of
rules, and legitimate channels have been set up for
appeal from this court of original jurisdiction. The
Polity Judiciary has not bwn consulted, nor have
they even been apprised that such a situation
existed. It is incredible that this could happen.

It appears that the Administration refuses to
recognize the presence of the Polity Judiciary, as
evidenced by this case and many other, less critical
cases which have come up in the past. We urge the
Polity Judiciary to take whatever action it deems
necessary to solve the bureacracy problem.

As for the nature of the charges themselves, a
vagueness surrounds the events. Whatever
happened on March 13, or April 6 has not been
fully revealed, nor have the tensions which existed
prior and between these dates. We urge the Suffolk
County Human Relations Commission and the
relevant campus groups to conduct a fair
investigation. We also urge that all members of the
University keep a clear head and ignore all rumors.

-l~M
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A Rebuttal
By MUAD ABOUD

Mr. Freeman's i. of inflation and u ploy t
(Statenan, Maed 23) contain several erros and mico ons*
Since the same Aort of Itenst are widely held and used, I hope I
would be pemitted to poit them out.

The fundamIntal error stems from Mr. Freeman's apparent lack of
understanding of what money is. I refer to his statement, "Money
with no real wealth behind it."' Just what does it mean to say that?
Money does not "stand for real wealth," but is used to exca_
wealth. An urding of the meaning of money is crucial to
understanding how any non-primitive economy works. (Reference:
M. Rothbard, What Has Government Done to our Money.) In a
primitive subsistence-level society, people barter goods (e.g., beads
for the island of Mnhattan), and money is unnecessary. In a more
advanced economy, this method is cumbersome and does not allow
for specialization. Hence, out of necessity, and over the years, a
"money" evolved as the generally accepted medium of exchange. Up
until gold was outlawed during Roosevelt's term, that was the ma
"money" in use in this country, and the dollar simply stood for a
fixed amount of gold, not wealth. Since then, we have had paper
money, i.e. money that is not redeemable in anything, and the
reason it works is because people accept it (reluctantly and under
coercion), and not because it is somehow "backed up by real
wealth." Should people stop accepting it, it becomes worthless, great
wealth not withstanding

Once the concept of -money is understood, it is easy to understand
what inflation is. Inflation is simply an increase in the supply of
money (circulation plus bank deposits). Who increases the supply,
and why, I leave as an exercise for the reader. What effect does this
new supply have on the market? Since money is exchanged like any
commodity on the market, the law of supply and demand holds.
Prices of all goods go up, provided that there is no increase in the
amount of goods, Cause and effect here are often confused - a price
increase is caused by inflation but is not- inflation itself. This
confusion just makes it hard to know who is to blame.

It is thus at best misleading to describe inflation as "too much
money chasing too few goods" as Mr. Freeman does. Again, what
does that mean? There is never too much money as long as people
want it and work for it. And goods are always too few, otherwise
they would not be subject to production and sale. As a matter of
fact, the amount of goods and productivity has been on the whole
increasing. Statistics here are revealing - inmthe 29-year period
1939-1967, prices increased by a factor of 2.5, while the amount of
money increase4 seven times. (H. Hazlitt, What You Should Know
About, nflation.) The reason pries did not go up as fast as the
amount of money is because industrial productivity also increased
several times over.

What can be done to prevent inflation? Governments like to
pretend that inflation is a mysterious thing that strikes stealthily in
spite of all they do to prevent it. This is merely a smoke screen to
hide the fact that it is governments that inflate (by directly or
indirectly creating new money). To stop it, it is merely necesary to
stop increasing the money supply. The best way to do this is simply
to take money and laking out of government control by adopting a
full gold standard, abolishing the Federal Reserve System and
allowing free anking. Of course, Doce inflation is really a "'hidden"
tax on people, most governments really do not want to stop it.

Unemployment. Mr. Freeman's answer for the "6unemployed
being employed to build and produce for the needs of the people"
cannot work, but not because "it is more profitable ... to pour huge
amounts of capital into making useless or worse military hardware."
Capital employs people, whether it is used to poduce "Auseless" jet
planes or "useful" TV sets. The causes of unemployment are
government-backed monopolies by labor unions (i.e. laws
prohibiting an employer from hiring a non-union worker) and
minimum wage laws. On a ftee labor market, rage rates tend to an
equilibrium where all those who seek jobs rind them. If an employer
pays less than the equilibrium rate, then he will not find employees,
and to attract them he has to increase wages. On the other hand, if
wages are higher than that, there will be some unemployed workers
and this causes lower wages. Thus, where the government, by decree,
sets wages higher than the equilibrium wage, unemployment is the
result. The only way to raise wages for al those willing to work is to
increase capital investment per worker. It is a sad consequence of
high taxes that this becoes very difficult. Savin_ and capital
accumulation become impossible. In other words, the rich stay rich,
and the poor stay poor. This i statism.
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It boggles the mind to realise that a
stupi sap, "reaturem cofort" iasue
like parking poliey can aym z the
bas oactos and tions of
the University, but few moments'
refledio" ffs to do just that. Tbe
fundamental problem centers around the
question of the purpose of the
University, and the kical impiations
that can be drawn from the definition of
those ppose

If the University's central and basic
goals are teaching and research, then
faculty and students are its most
important citizensy and all other groups,
processes, and circumstances must be
sublimated to provide the optimum
potential success for the crucial concerns.
Ah! The stuff that dream (and
committee reports) are made of! A
candid view of the realities reveals that
organizational neatness, bureaucratic
articulation, and administrative comfort
are the highest priorities, and, logically,
only those groups with power over, or
acces to decisions made around these
goals can hope to achieve -any substantial
or long-range- benefits from the function
of the University.

Parking policy, for example, can either
be viewed as a trivial inconvenience,
interfering with teaching and research, or
as a tool through which the power
structure satisfies the minum needs of
groups in the community. If conceived of
as the former, we would simply build
enough spaces near each building
complex to accommodate the residents
therein, and everyone would have a space.
Conceived in the latter view, however, we
build limited lots which become scarce
resources in the political economy of the
University, "class" those lots according to
the pecking order of the campus, and
establish a basically administrative
committee to determine and impose
arbitrary regulations that have the
approval of only those groups granted

Do It!
By SDS Independent Caucus

RALLY SUNDAY RALLY SUNDAY
3 p.m. 3 p.m. 3 p.m. 3 p.m. 3 p.m. 3 p.m.

lirr mell Hllb-r mall library manl
In this you've-got-to-have-a-gimmick

world, we find ourselves forced to dub
Sunday's super-duper, people, song,
dance, folk-fest, solidarity, sex, balloons,
sandwiches, grass, books, poetry, guitars,
recorde, theatric THING, a rally, with
all its crummy conventional implications.
There will be politics - speeches by
members of the SDS chapter, and other
revolutionary organizations. However, it's
about time that SDS and other
revolutionaries realize that, by their very
sectarian scorn, they automatically
divorce politics from life style. This scorn
is evident in the way they've
conspicuously spumed any spontaneity
of human feeling -. that is, enthusiasm,
fun, and the excitement engendered in
just getting together as people, and not as
political digits. Then, the grandly
* envisoned society becomes nothing more
than a collection of mental masturbator

guing at defunked meeting. -
There's too much shit coming down

for us to split apart now. And we've been
at if for too long, and people are suffering
too much under the yoke of
AmeriKKKan capitalism for us to become
so rigid in our beliefs that we begin to
regiment people into the narrow scope of
our own "'creative" vision. We're political.
We've got to be. But our politics comes
from the people. That's what revolution
is all about. We've got to stop ignoring
the all-important fact that people are
making the revolution. And that same
revolution, the one we keep talking about
at our innumerable meetings, involves a
total mental, sexual, and sensory
liberation as well as a material one. All
power to the people!

DO IT DO IT DO IT DO IT DO IT DO IT
Sunday, Library Mal, 3 p.m.

ovr repeentation on the cmmittee.
Sat t in parking is aaila only

to - ose wbo are (or appear to be) crucial
to the moo of toe "rea" gals of the
institution. The admiston, the
secretariat, and the physical plant
maintenan IC"forces have "guaranteed"
spoes at the doorsteps of their uersty
residences. They can, with imputy
and/or malice, occupy the limited
granted to others, wenever it suits their.
convenience to do so. Faculty comes
next, granted spaces that may or nay not
be available, but assured that they too
can bounce those below them in the
order if they find themselves
inconvenienced. At the bottom,
naturally, come the students. They are
allowed to park in the least convenient
places, which are kept insufficient for
their needs, and which are the first to be
sacrificed to the alter of organizational
necessities. (I consider the dorm lots
simply storage bins.) Should a student
dare violate the hierarchy, all heff breaks
loose in the form of the tieket-fine
routine or the gestapo-inspired towi
campaign.

A generous explanation for all this

might sumet that origa plans failed to
etma properly the -eed of the

mU. If that was the cue, then the
Ial panners of the campus layout

mlusthae been dumb, stupid.drnk or
any combition of those posibilies
(there are others, but I am trying to be
generous, remember?). This is. and for
300 years has been, Suffolk County
where, at last report, there were no
subways, monorails, moving sidewalks, or
useful bus lines. This is an automobile
county, and cars need spaces to sit in.
The pawners had to realize that (generous
agai).

A more realistic explanation is that as
long as the needs of the power groups
(assorted VP's, deans, and their staffs of
lackeys, the CSEA, and the faculty) are
met, no real problem exists. Remember,
students are not vital to the goals of this
institution, but are only the exploitable
excuse for its birth, expansion and
existence. They only need us to provide a
statistical basis for projected budgets;
once that is accomplished, nothing we
may crave is signifiant. Evidence of the
last point is ample; one need only note
the super-speed with which Toll Towes

built, and draw mu with the
agozng swness a panying the
competion of any of the dorms or the

Studeat Center.
What to do, my friends? Several

r diaetion. so have been made
(pake-ins, stall-ns, ad neumum-in) but
like all. such gions t are
short-term o cien fkrs that have
no long-range significance (the strike was
a farce p y for the reasons outlined
above - the institution doesn't need
students). In a realistic view, the only
solution lies in one of two alternatives -
build enough spaces for everybody or
eliminate the special privileges of the few
for the good of the many. The first
alternative is simple, requiring only
money. The second requires that the
University be re-oriented to guarantee
that only its historic goals be pursued,
and all eke be wiped away. We all know
how difficult that will be, but at-least the
end result might be worth the struggle.
The basic strategy in the war must be the
sublimation -of administrative and
bureaucratic powers and goals, and a
reassertion of the primacy of
faculty-student needs. HEG.S.

following week, and before long I was
freaking out on veal, lambehops, ground
.round, and once even filet mignon (Big
F). I thought that I could stop any time I
want to, but I had a lesson coming. I
needed money desperately to support my
diet, and I resorted to every means. I got
a job, and that seemed to work out okay.

It took me a long time to admit to
myself that I was hooked, but that was
the first step. I went to a rehabilitation
center, Longehamp's, and they tried their
best. The "cold turkey" method of
withdrawal was an agonizing failure, and I
almost died after three days. Finally, they
tried substituting soybean synthetics, and
that seemed to help. Gradually they
reduced the portion, and now I'm proud
to say I've kicked the habit, but it wasn't
easy.

So mothers, don't pussyfoot with your
precious bundle of joy. If your kid comes
in looking smug and satisfied, if his belly
gets larger, if -he wakes up feeling
nauseous, if his schoolwork fails, chances
are he/she isn't pregnant, but on food. If
you find crumbs in a drawer send them
off to the police immediately. They are
kind and understanding, and will do the
best they can for your angel who has
fallen by the wayside., Nobody knows
why kids turn to food, but take a tip
from me, 'cause I've been there and back:
Protein Kills!

By LEE GRUENFELD

To tell you the truth, when I was
younger, I didn't do much eating. I was
content to live my own insipid little
existence, and the possibility of ingestion
seemed rather remote. Besides, I wa
'nobody's dummy, I read the posters in
school and saw the movies during
assembly and read the articles in Reader's
Digest and Time so I was smart and
stayed away. As I got a little older some
of my friends started taking potato chips,
or perhaps the more potent derivative,
pretzels. Some of the bolder ones even
used Coke (a-Cola) once in a while, and
they didn't stay friends of mine very
long.

Sure, I was offered food at parties a
few times, but I stayed away,
remembering all the things I read in the
National Institute of Gastrointestinal
Health brochure. I was a little-confused,
however, since all of my friends seemed
to be having such a good time. None of
them drank coffee or smoked cigarettes
like their parents, and they couldn't
understand why they were not allowed to
indulge in, their own forms of harmless
pleasure. Who were they hurting?

Then, my roommate offered me a
potato chip. I was horrified, and he called
me chicken.

"I am not!" I insisted vehemently.
"I'm smart because I stay away from that

stuff!"
His voice softened noticeably as he

said, "Aw. c'mon, one itty-bitty ol' tater
chip ain't gonna hurtcha none."

Curiosity got the better of me. I bit
rebelliously into the crisp yellow
devil-chip, and shortly thereafter, barely
detctable waves of ecstacy- coursed
through my body as I was lifted away on
clouds of pure delight.

"You don't feel much the first time,"
said roomie, "but soon you'll really dig it,
and all you1ll need is one bite to get off."

So we used to sit around in my room
pawing around a bag of Wise yellows or
Prito-Lay slightly-greens, real communal
like. Sometimes, just for the camaraderie
of it, we used a bowl that I bought in the
village. I tried pretzels once in a while,
and it was really gastrodelic. Mostly I
stuck to potato chips, and .I 'knocked
around with pickles for a while. Pretty
soon, I had my first sip of Coke, and that
was unbelievable. I did cake a few times,
but a couple of stomach aches and
diarrhea quickly disuaded me. What a
bummer!

Then the inevitable occurred - 1 was at
a party in the city, and some dude sidled
up to me and asked me if I wanted some
meat. I palled at the thought, but I
figured once couldn't hurt. So I copped a
half-pound of roast beef and ate it in the
bathroom. I cannot possibly describe the
fixtet. I did some uldetak the
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6-month, probationary period). Several
people have tried to talk with Mrs.
Underwood, director of Kelly-Gnizen
janitorial service, and have failed to
receive a satisfactory reason for her
dismissal.

We feel that Mrs. Faias has proven to
be a dedicated and competent worker
who showed genuine concern for
students. She deserves a hearing and a
complete explanation for her dismissal.

John Steinbeck Lesture

RESERVES
To the Editor:

We, the undersigned, are soldiers of the
United States military reserve forces.

We wear the same uniform as the
American troops being killed and maimed
every day in Vietnam. We want those
soldiers home-alive.

We demand total withdrawal of all our
^felow American soldiers from Vietnam
nowr. Not just combat troops, not just our
ground forces, but all troops.

We demand total withdrawal now of all
the American soldiers advising the armies
of dictatorships throughout Latin
America and Asia. We don't want
Guatemala, Thailand or Bolivia to
become the Vietnams of the 1970's. One
Vietnam is enough; too many people have
been killed already to preserve America's
overseas empire.
- As nwn who have served in the armed

forces, we have seen first hand the
dangerously growing power of American
militarism As soldiers and as citizens we
believe we have a special obligation to
speak out against it.

Any member of the Reserves or Guard
wishing to add his name may write to
P.O. Box 4398, Berkeley, Calif. 94704.

L/Cpl. Stephen Pizzo,
Marine Corps Reserve

AB Chuck Williams, Air Force Reserve
PFC Robert Domergue, Army Reserve

and hundreds others

FLY THE FLAG
To the Editor:

The imposed sterility of patriotism is
no more clearly evident than by the
absence of a flag-pole capable of
displaying our American flag, in the
vicinity of H-Quad.

A need has arisen for the purpose of
putting Stony Brook into the proper
perspective of American Society. One
should not forget that Stony Brook per se
is not a separate entity but an integral
part of the United States. The federal
system of government dictates that every
right has its reciprocal responsibility. Our
participation in American democracy will
be enhanced by the manifestation of the
American flag.

We would be deeply honored by the
presence of the undulating flag.

Barry Weisman
David W. Lurie

what faction they belong to, who are
being repressed beaue of their
revolutionary politics. And so, we
support Marc, along with the ten others
at Stony Brook. AD power to the people!

Mitchel Cohen

DR. SCHROER

To the Editor:
As a math major I am quite disgruntled

with the policies of the Math Department
concerning the hiring and firing of its
faculty. It fires an excellent and
enthusiastic teacher in the person of Dr.
David Schroer, while it rehires many of
the educators (?) in the department who
are considerably inept and unenthusiastic
as teachers.

As a protest against the inadequacy of
mathematical researchers as teachers, I
refuse to register for a math course for
the fall semester. I urge my fellow
students to do the same so that some day
good teachers, like Dr. Schroer, will
remain in the employ of the University so
that education will be just that -
Education!

Peter H. LaSalle
(See editorial on this subject-Ed.)

- TALK TO THE COUNCIL
To the Editor:

The editorial entitled "'The Archaic
Oligarchy" contained in the Statesman of
March 6, 1970 was not totally negative in
content but either written by a person
who was not present at the Council
meeting or by someone who was not
paying attention. It is important that the
university Community -has an
opportunity to know what actually
occurred rather than permit the editorial
to go unchallenged.

First of all, there was thorough
diac-ussion with those present on many
subjects during the two- and one-half
hour meeting. In case someone doubts
this, it would be a good idea to attend
future meetings of the Council and
thereby determine first hand what the
facts are.

The proper request made to one of the
male students present to remove his hat
at a public meeting in the Student Union
would not seem to be a topic for editorial
attack. It is important to note that none
of the other students or guests were
wearing hats.

With regard to the motion concerning
the propriety of the University employing
a former Council member, it would be
interesting to know whether the editorial
policy of the Statesman supports such
action or believes it presents a conflict of
interest and is, therefore, improper.

Council members made it abundantly
clear that no attack was being launched
against Mr. Larson in that the proposed
motion applied in futoro and, therefore,
was not binding upon him. Using the
words of the editorial, "the
Rockefeller-appointed Republican
Council" would have been the only one
subject to this motion.

With regard to the "drug problem," the
Council sought to determine what
positive action programs were being
conducted by the University and the
student body. This inquiry was a direct
follow-up to the Council's request in
September, October, and November of
1969 that a positive and on-going
education and services program be
instituted upon the campus. Dr. Rickard
replied that the program was "lousy."
The Polity leadership present at the
meeting failed to advance or identify any
positive action programsi and Council
inquiries concerning viewpoints about
"hard" drugs as distinguished from "soft"
drugs were met with a refusal to discuss
the subject and semantic quarreling about
what the Council meant by a "drug
problem."

Hopefully, more students of the
University Community will find the time
to attend future Council meetings so that
they determine what actually occurs. I
can assure the Statesman and every
member of the University Community
that the Council is ready to work in
harmony and with a positive approach
toward the problems facing a rapidly
growing University. Negativism,
divisiveness and "I am against everything"
attitudes will not be helpful in this effort.

The constructive and positive hospital
assistance efforts of many students are
exemplary of the activities which should
be encouraged- These activities can be
complimented by more students
becoming active in student government
and every facet of University life so that a
broad spectrum of viewpoints represents
the leadership of the student body. I urge
each of you not to "leave it to George."

J. Kevin Murphy
Council Member

FIRING
To the Editor:

We would like to condemn the
unnecessary firing of Florence Gaias, of
the John Steinbeck (Kelly. E) janitorial
staff.

Mrs. Gaias recently received a letter
informing her of her dismissal because of
"unsatisfactory performance." She has no
means of appeal since she was on
probation (all new staff members have a
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RALLY!
To the Editor:

On Wednesday, April 8, 1970, while
reading posters in Kelly Cafeteria, I
noticed one poster which caught my
attention. It was a poster urging SB
students to attend a "solidarity" rally on
behalf of the SB "11". This rally would
be held on Sunday afternoon, April 12.
Further, the poster asked students to
attend the hearings scheduled for several
of the 11 the following day, Monday,
April 13. Then the poster went on to say
that six of those scheduled for hearings
were SDS members. The poster also
named these six "members" and implied
they were the ones who were requesting
the attendance of students at the
hearings.

All in all, the poster seemed to
honestly convey the wishes of the six
"members". But it seems the person who
actually wrote the poster and had it
printed made one very important
mistake. He (or she, or they) forgot to
ask me, Marc Waldauer, one of the named
persons if I actually wanted such a poster
written or even more importantly, to be
printed. It seems to me that printing such
a poster without the approval of the
persons involved is just not right. The
question of whether I would have okayed
such a request is not the issue. What is the
issue is that my name was used without
even my knowledge, let alone my okay.

I feel I am quite able to convey my
feelings about the upcoming hearing and
future trial by myself without the help of
a mystery poster writer. For the future, I
would appreciate it if the poster writers
and printers did not use my name
without my own personal okay. For the
present, I would like to let the public
know that I had absolutely nothing to do
with the writing and printing of that
particular poster.

Marc Waldauer

To the Editor:
Obviously, you don't have to be a

member of SDS to be against the war, or,
for that matter, to be arrested on charges
stemming from your alleged participation
in demonstrations fighting war research
being done at the University. That is why
a "student" defense fund was set up, for
all of our brothers and sisters who have
been fighting against the war in Vietnam,
and who are in need of financial
assistance to aid them in the courts of
AmeriKKKa if they cannot come up with
that money themselves.

After consulting with a number of
people involved with the defense
committee, as well as with some of the
defendants, the general consensus was
that a rally in support of the "Stony
Brook 11" was needed to put forth the
real issues involved, as well as to show
that we cannot allow ourselves, and that
we will not, be intimidated by repression,
no matter how hard it comes down.
We've got to fight back harder, and not
give up; the fight of people around the
world to be free is more important than
our own personal troubles and
aspirations.

And so, I took this general feeling and
put up posters for the rally on Sunday, so
that people will have an opportunity to
express themselves and to show solidarity
with their brothers that are now on trial,
some of whom face up to nine years in
jail. Marc Waldauer is one of these
persons on trial.

I'm truly sorry that I was unable to
contact him f irst, and if that
inconvenienced him at all, then he has my
sincere apologies. However, repression is
indeed a very serious thing, and many,
many more people are more than
"inconvenienced" by it. We must
continue to fight this system that
oppresses, exploits and represses people
all around the world. The only way to do
this is by being solid - together - and by
beginning to wage an offensive struggle
against AmeriKKKa. Again, you don't
have to be in SDS to do that. But you do
have to support all people, no matter

'NOW. HOW WOULD YOU LI
BOMBING RAID? BUY A
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\ FEW HUNDRED ROUNDS OF
'ERHAPS. . ?'
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will be spared, expensive paint
j o bs, unique lighting
arrangements, models in the
most outlandish costumes, even
free booze for journalists,
everything in order to make
their Denbeigh Super Chauvinist.
There were exceptions, off in
the corners of the upper floors
of the Colesium, small exhibits
by small exhibitors, names like
Amante, Dearborn, Lancia,
Arbath. They weren't big, but
they were interesting.

Much interest was gathered by
the new American Motors
Gremlin, the first Americ n
VW-sized car. With its unique
styling and large range of
options, the Gremlin was shown
to the public in its first live
appearance. Made in two
versions, two-passenger ($1879)
and four passenger ($1950), the
Gremlin offers abundant room
and fantastic performance
(considering the price). The only
problems seem to be a lack of
rear legroom in the four seater

By KEN LANG

If you can possibly overlook
the minied, midied and maxied
models that seem to be
overflowing the 4 2nd
International Auto Show, there
are some of the most unique and
beautiful automobiles ever seen
present. The show, for years
considered to be the most
important auto show of the year
was the host to over 600 of the
world's cars, ranging from
Subaru sedans to the fabulous
Mercedes C-111 mid-engined
show car. The Show will be
running through Sunday, April
12 at the Colesium in New York
City.

One word that might be used
to describe the scene at the show
was ballyhoo. In the excietment
before the show opens, people
are busy polishing and preening
their company's cars, to make
the car look just a little better
than its competitors. Nothing

and the absence of the swing-up
rear window on the two seater.

Other domestic manufacturers
also previewed new styles for
existing low priced cars. Ford
showed its Maverick Grabber, a
special version of the Maverick
compact incorporating six
cylinder engine, sporty paint
job, racing mirrors and a rear
spoiler. It may not go very fast,
but in the era of high insurance
on performance cars, looking
fast may be sufficient for those
of moderate means.

Toyota, the second leading
import (three guesses who is
number one) showed the
restyled Corona and more
powerful Corolla. With more
power, the Corolla, which is less
expensive than the Bug, is a very
good buy for those seeking a
good car a little money. Also
shown was the beautiful Mark II
Coronas. At about $2300+ the
Mark II hardtop may just bit the

K lo narOtop eatures a new 108
top speed of 105 m.p.h. It sells for

TOYOTA: The 1970 loyota mart
horsepower engine and can hit a t
$2320.
most beautiful low priced car
available in America. Datsun
introduced the 24 GT car, which
at $3600 continues the Datsun
tradition of fine performance
and handling at a cost well
below that of cars that perform
similarly.

owning of a car that handles and
goes like the $3500 mid-engined
VW-Porsche for nearly $1500
less. The car is the Dearborn
Deserter GT kit car, now
available with a fiberglass top
with gullwing doors to give
perfect weather protection. For
those desiring more spunk,
there's the mid-engined Deserter
GS that has successfully
competed in racing events and is
street legal. Also on the market
is the Amante GT by Vogele
Industries, a fiberglass car
offering luxury and styling
options only seen on $10,000
machinery.

Certainly the most visually
exciting car at the show was the
Mercedes C-111. A wedge
shaped mid-engined prototype
GT, the C-111 is powered by the
revolutionary Wankel rotary.
engine. Equivalent in size to a
240 cubic inch engine, the
Wankel developes over 400
horsepower and can move the
car in excess of 160 mph.
Mercedes officials are adamant
that they have no intentions of
racing the C-111, although it is
conceivable that the C-111 may
be sold as a luxury GT, for
about $20,000.

New at the show was the
sunroof equipped Renault 16
Sedan-Wagon, which is now
available with an automatic
transmission. A good buy for
someone with $2600 to spend.
Sixteen features front wheel
drive, a fantastic amount of
luggage space, and some very
comfortable seats.

Subaru of Japan introduced a
refined version of the 1100 FF
sedan that features front wheel
drive, excellent handling and a
price of $1700 for the two door
sedan. Although not at the
show, it is expected that Honda
will be introducing a 1300 sedan
at VW prices. Reports on the car
shows that the car is expected to
be the best buy anyone could
make, even if the car cost $700
more!

For those with a mechanical
bent, it is possible to achieve the

GREMLIN: American Motorsw answer to the foreign car invasion. List price for this model is $1950, in
the same price range as a new Volkswagen. Gremlin features a fold-down rear seat and lift-up rear

Paae I 1

New York Auto Show Surveyed
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p ptions for sobe time to
oe. SThom vim have already

enjoyed te expe ee are
ited to retun and brg

Irends. To al that are aware of
Ye Fantasy ' spread the word;
The Fantcy" endure s SUB

229.

Current HOU.-
Mon- Wed. 12:30-
3:45 p.m.
Tue&. f& Thurs. 12:30-
2:15 p.m
Tuff, 9:15 pkm.-11:00 pam.
Fri 12:30 p.m.-3:45 p.m.
Sat. 2:00 p.mo-4:00 p-m
7:30 p.m.-. .
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Syphilis is almost always contacted through intercourse. There
is a small chance of contraction by penetation of the organism
(Spirochaete Treponema PA idummthrough a break in amucosal
surface. E.g., on the lips from oral-genital contact or in a similar
fashion on the breast, etc..
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On M0ch 21, 22, 23, the
Student Union a:
multi-media wrt show, rdcd
by Frank TWbIdmBv The open
invitation for student

pariciatin - acepedby
only a few d Td min
ran a three day crft, node,
light Nhow. Paul Siefd, a loa
hig sooltude
m_ eria libt, and
talents for an open
se ion in day-go and bck
lights. Jobn ldWco miaraed to
have a able for
students to ceate cooperative
paintings. Debbie Maynord
provided film on the Wom 's
Liberation Movement. Tmere
were elaborate straw

by iake evy,
bread baling by Marilyn.
_1mauee and several eeent
nales aooked by M. -

and Mr. Roe-- tein. Frank
Woid and B MetvIl

performed several
P002W
Fank's n book. From There
tX Me.<be entire three day
exhibit filmed and recorded
by B1l and Vicki
Brown. Along with the
scheduled exhibits many
studens fey p tipaed in
the festive nood of the three
day show.

A particularly unique exhibit,
"The Fantasy Room," an
environmental experience, was

deiged by Thow Maher, ms
comnpsed by Non B14
lightn as e by Hward
Reincold, carpentry and
tWeal by Frank
Trowtv dgp. Usin strobe ligbs
hunbob of pand an
eaborate snd system, "The
Fantasy Roo3oin" eated a new
dimenson for the wandering
head and body. Any attempt at
expliing this phenomenon
would be a r i diculous
underaemeit It ms be

There have been numerous
-requests that *Tbe Fantasy
Room" be continued past the

cloingof the mui-media show.
With student support and
t lrough the uds and
cooperation of Union
administrator, Sylvia
Vogelmann, "The Fantay
Room" hes du The exhibit
i s d to ra open for
an aditiol t weeks. Those
people are not familiar with
"Tbe Fantasy" are urged to stop
at SUB 229 and ex this
unique exhibit. Fantasy
partidoationrequires nothing but
your pre-enoe, yet it will return
startling new experiences to the
willing participant A 20 minute
vist within the room will
undoubtedly alter your

F

Gonorrhea is contracted through intercourse only.

Neither Syphilis nor gonorrhea is contracted from toilet seats,
door-knobs, towels, etc. !!

Gonorrhea manifests itself within the male by an inflammation
In the penis and the discharge of pus (drip). The inflammation
causes pain duri unation. Thes symptoms usually appear 3
to 9 days after infection.

In the female gonorrhea usually gBes unnotized during the early '
stages.

If gonorrhea is not treated during the early stages, scar tissue
forms that can block the flow of sperms and eggs, causing
sterility in both males and females.

In later stages heart disease and crippling arthritis frequently
develop.

Children born by infected women. go blind if the germ enters
the eyes. To prevent this newborn children are always treated
'with AgNO 3 eye-drops.

Treatment for simple cases takes 3 to 5 days. Recently,
however, resistant strains of gonorrhea are appearing on
campus. Treatment of these cases may take months.

The symptoms of the first stage usually appear after cc. one
week, but may. appear as late as ten weeks after contraction.
Open.sores around the organs may appear. These sores may
be hidden - especially in the female - or they may not appear at
al. The sown we not pinful unles they are secondarily
infected and will disapea after a few days without trestment.

The second stage begins 3 to 8 weeks later. THIS STATE -*
HIGHLY INFECTIVE. A typical rash develops that may covq-
the entire body or any portion thereof. Fever, headaches, and a
sore throat may develop. These symptoms may be so slight that
they go unnoticed. Again, the symptoms will disappear without
treatment.

Syphilis then enters a dormant stage during which only a blood
test can reveal the presence of the illness. During the dormant
period syphilis is not comm:- icable.

During the third stage of syphilis the illness attacks the vascular
system, the spinal column, and the brain in particular.
Heart-disease, blindness, crippling, or death is likely to be the
result.

Pregnant women infected with syphilis are likely to bear
crippled or dead children unless treated during the first 18
weeks of pregnancy. Syphilis itself is not hereditary.

The treatment of syphilis takes about 10 to 14 days.

Don't take the threat of V.D. lightly. Occurrence on campus is very high!!
Other forms of V.D. are also present on campus, e.g., pubic lice and vaginal infections

If you have any of the above symptoms ....................... .... go to the health service
If you have any other reason to believe that you might have V.D . .......................................... go to the health service
If you have any kind of vaginal infection ..................................................... go to the health service
If you have pubic lice.............................................................................................................go to the health service

If you have V.D. or are treated for suspicion of V.D. you must accept the state of mutual confidence and
cooperation. You must make certain that all your friends are examined by a doctor. You must complete the
treatment.

To Prevent Further Spread of V.D.

Only with your co-operation can the spread of VD be impeded. Get prompt and proper and complete treatment for yourself and
your contacts. Safeguard your health. The Univerity Health Service will treat you with the utmost possible discretion.

Student Health Service Committee University Health Service

PaBe 12

The Fantasy Endures With Multi Media

Read This Care-Full y
Syphilis Gonorrhea
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Sundence KU -starring Paul
Newman, Robert Redford,
Kate ne Ross; directed by
George Roy Hill (GP)

Academy Award-William
Goldman-riginal Sereeaplay

Academy Award-Best
SoneRaindrops Falling on My
Head-t

Academy Award-Beat Original
Score-Burt Bechrach

The Prinm of Miss Jean
Brodie-starring ie Sth,
Pamela Franklin, Robert
Stephens, Celia Johnson;
direted by Ronald Neame (GP)

Academy Award-Maggie
Smith-Best Actress
FRI & SAT BUTCH 7:00. 10:30 -
- Jean 8:150

THREE VILLAGE THEATER
They Shoot Horses, Don't

They? starring Jane Fonda,
Michael Sarrazin, Susannah
York, Gig Young, Bonnie
Bedelia, Red Buttons; directed
by- Sydney Pollack (GP)

Academy Award-Gig Young,
Best supporming Actor
FRI. & SAT. 7:05, 9:20

CENTURY MALL THEATER
Midnight Cowboy-starring Jon

Voight, Dustin Hoffman, Brenda
Vaccaro, John McGiver, Ruth
White, Sylvia Miles; directed by
John Schlesinger (X)

Academy Award Winner-Best
Film

Academy Award-John
Schlesinger-Best Director

Academy Award-Waldo
Salt-Best Screenplay-adapted
FRI. 7:40.10:on-
SAT. 8:00, 10 :00

PORT JEFFERSON ART CINEMA
A lice 's Restaurant-starring

Arlo Guthrie, Pat Quinn, James
Brode.c ; directed by Arthur
Penn (R)

Easy Rider-starring Peter
Fonda, Dennis Hopper, Jack
Nichobon; directed by Dennis

FRI. & SAT. RIDER 7:00, 11:00-

ALICE 8:35 4

By HAROLD R. RUBENSTZIN

And so, with a glistenin smile
that rivaled her 92 pound
diamond and almost outshone
the drama of her cleavage,
Elizabeth Taylor announced the
final award of the 42nd annual
presentation of the Goldplated
Box-office Bounties. "Midnight
Cowboy" she cried, her
screeching nasality tempered by
.ber tariee to Richard, and
announced -w't Bob Hope
called a "new birth" for
Hollywood. Hollywood is now
growing up he said, becoming
aware that there are others in
the world besides dancing
playboys and starstruck little
cuties from Duluth. Bob Hope
also said it when In the Heat of
the Night won awards. He
echoed the same when Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf awon
awards. And he will say it for
every year that a film like
Thoroughly Modem Millie
doesn't win. - It makes
Hollywood feel good.

The Academy Awards isthe t
most unabashed display of
narcissistic masturbation ever
exhibited in public. It is so
self-congragulatory, dripping in l
"in" jokes, bursting with its own
self-love that it would be a
shame to tell an Academy
member how excrutiatingly
boring it always is. But by right,
television shouldn't even carry
it. The awards are not designed
for the pleasure of Grace and
Morris Lindemann of Elmhurst.
It is not even for Dustin
Hoffman or Catherine Burns. It
is for Raquel Welch, Natalie
Wood, and Sidney Poitier. We
don't invite Sammy Davis and
Burt Bachrach to our parties and

..;we should not be invited to
theirs. Or rather they don't walk

ointo our bathrooms so why
-should we try to peek through
their keyholes. Like children at

pChristmas they hawesch fun-
.playing with glitter. Who
rwouldn't? That's why we all
-watch, slightly in envy, seething
with curiosity, filled with the
sense of awe that a little boy has
when he sees his daddy naked
for the first time. But we are left
out. Bob Hope's jokes are not
that funny to us, yet Angie
Dickinson laughs her head off.

The Academy tries to make
themselves palatable for
television and, to give credit
where credit is due this year, was
the most painless it has been in a
I ong time. There were no
Shakespearean readings of
Chitty, Chitty, Bang, Bang, no
dancing Romeo and Juliets and
they brought back Bob Hope,
Fred Astaire, a radiant Elizabeth
Taylor. But Elizabeth wvas not
there to please us, though
pleasing she was. She was
"coming back" home to
Hollywood. For all her running

around, Mis Taylor belong
lock, stock and stacked to the
land where "hone" still means
National Velvet and not heroin.
Hollywood is the tin heart of the
movie world and home is where
the heart is. Hollywood will
never die. It will never even fade
away. It will remain like Norma
Dsmond in Sunset Boulevard a
magnificent decaying relic that
feeds on other creative people
and bows to the public with
de I i ght in its own
self-admiration. Just as Mae
West's bedroom has mirrors over
her bed so that she can' ' "check
up on how I'm doin' " the
Academy Awards is a beautiful
reflection for all Hollywood to
flash its capped teeth into.

'The Awards themselves were
Old Home week. George Jessel,
who -wore his toupee backwards
for the evening, has toasted
every single one of them and
hasn't made a film in 400 years,
but they gave hime a memorial
award for being a humanitarian;
He upholds motherhood and
America. All his work for Biafra
is confidential information.
Wouldn't it be horrible if Cary
Grant keeled over tomorrow and
nobody even had ever given him
something to thank him for all
the money he brought in. He
gets an award. And who knows!?
John Wayne may die the day
after Cary. He is nominated.
Why wait and be sorry? Give it
to him, quick! Dustin who? Jon
who? Catherine who? Jack who?
They all have plenty of time left,
but the Duke will soon duck.

Awards for merit are there
but usually by accident. Maggie
Smith was marvelous,
"incandescent" one might say,
but she probably was voted Best
Actress by process of
elimination. Genevieve Bujold is
new and unknown and her
winning would please almost no
one. Jane Fonda and Liza
Mnel while second-generation
names are not Hollywood people
and Miss Fonda hangip around
with a brother who is not
exactly well loved and who
pulled a Hollywood no-no. He
made a successful film without
Louis B. Mayer's borrowed
millions. Jean Simmons is a good
standard movie colony
workhorse to round out the list
to five, but not worthv. Who is
left? Congratulations Miss
Smith, a British stage actress
who is not hungering for-
superstarism, and a respected
member of the profession. Who
is she a threat to? Gig Young
and Jack Nicholson both were
deserving for Best Supporting
Actor but. Nicholson is a
pothead while Gig Young has
been sadly playing Tony Randall
cast-offs for years. At 52 it is 1
about time. At least he did
deserve it.

Midnight Cowboy was truly

going to the y Awards.
Not even his o Bnice's
bos mittvah in the Hntigt
Town House cn re. Aunt
Gunk could e mtch the
vulsitty of Shai Wadis singing
the nominations for Best
Adapted Score while trying to
prove she can bugaloo in
brocade. Who do you know who
cam match a tea rom John
Wayne's eye? He is the dp
of them all.

He symbolized the entire
proceeding For the Academy,
Duke stands as a symbol that
when they are Social Security
Cub members, and corroding
behind their face lifts, that there
will be someone to remember
them with a statuette that can
be pawned for $28 (if it wasn't
against the law). Dustin, Cathy
and Jon needn't worry. They
have youth on their side, and at
the box office. And those who
came to see Midnight Cowboy
first, and Easy Rider when it
opened, and Woodstock now
would have laughed harder than
any Hollywood member did at
Bob Hope is, when the Duke had
won, a bulletin had appeared to
announce a ceasefre in Vietnam.
That's their 'in" joke.

In a ramne with the Oscar
spirit, all reviews this week are
superseded by how many awards
the weekend films have won
being that each theater grabbed
the best they could find in order
to win Oscar roulette.

THE ALMOST OSCAR LIKE
SPECTA CULARIFICLY
SPLASH NEVER TO BE
FORGOTTEN AMERICA
LOVING CANEMA 100 presents

An oldie but Goody
T h e P r e s i d e n t 'a

Analyst-starring James Coburn
and Godfrey C dge
FRI. 7:00, 9:30.12:00

SAT. 8:00, 10:30

damervg g that the
thought of giving Bet Picture to
a foreign film (Z) was ludicrous
to the Academy. But it is
probably another self-acclaimed
step of the big movie companies
in recognition of the small film
as being the financial hope for
the future and theappy re-lost
virginity. ,oEf 'Hollywood.
Normally, Cowboy -would not
win. It is more a New York film,
yet the best the West Coast had
to offer was exemplified by
Anne of a Thousand Days which
could have been tititled, Son of
Becket. Universal and the other
studios must learn that they can
no longer assemble "propah"
British actors who will impress
us with the way they can say
words like "tolitarian" while
chewing on a poached egg
without spit.ting into their
co-star's face, pour them into
costumes that belong in
Disneyland and photograph
them in the Botanic" Garen,
and expect filmgoers to flock.
The mos successful film in New
York right now is about three
days of joyous pandemonium
sparked by half a million singing,
screaming, stoned, anarchic
young people who couldn't give
a crap what they wore. Clothes
don't make the fims Spectacle
doesn't make the spectacular.

It goes for the Academy as
well. The average man has
nothing in life to compare with

BROOKHAVEN THEATRE I Ala! AM good tant must
Butch Cassidv and the come to an end. Goodnight.

NOW THRU TUES., APR. 14th I

!I: i
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IN COLOR TOGETHER WITH
IIAGGIE SMITM-Academy Award, Best Actress

'THE PRIME OF MISS JEAN BROC "

fOUR STUDENT AND SENIOR -CITIZEN
DISCOUNT CARDS AT YOUR LO UA THEATRE

On The Screen Wit OsIar

Y wlCANEK - GIG GOUNG
! NM SUfTWING ACTOR!

*| plus JANE FONDA in

B\. , Students: S.50 off;

0
Art Cinemas u
Pt. ff. sta. PETER FONDA DENNIS HOPPER| :
HR 3- 3435 * IN COLOR TOGETHER WITH Bil

--- 'ALICES sES XMJRA'T

Winer of Three Academy Awards

D9afl MAMLAmm 1 Rely

KATRRIN RO6S F.
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Imeview -
End of The Road

Achieving A Hateful

rESMAN

Hear to Be
,f d VV By HANKTEICH

Ws Pink Floyd is a
Ina band that probably

even sound strange to
t-emelves. Their LPs are on

at to. The fact Harvest, an obscure record label
a potentially that is devoted to producing
*t his sickness highly esoteric and crappy a-
),ming a Soba vant-garde stuff. But as the foun-

oorrelated in der of Motown, Berry Gordy Jr.
e fragmented once said: "It's what's in the
r's life that the grooves that counts." So we find
r dis e the the one exception on Harvest;
and deadly Ummaftmma by the Floyd that

the rest of really makes it-transcending the
Earl Jones grubble-nubs of the other artists

kte the most on the label. This is a low priced,
D imgiable, attractive two record set that
to his credit. gives a really fine overall picture
depicting a as to where this band is at.
maniac, Jones' Another, perhaps less freaky LP
nd absurd by the Floyd, is the soundrack
at make him to Mom. The cuts on this album

are not those scary 20 minute
long-sojourns into "inner-rock"
and the album is even being

played on the radio.
Floyd music is an exercise in

depth perception. It ranges from
quiet, melodic tunes, through
what might be called "'regular
rock"-the heavy mind
busters-to very, very intricate
but commanding musical trips.
Like V*_ag Voice ads, be sure
to expect the unexpected.

It is unquestionably worth the
buck to see the concert. You
won't believe your ears, that all
the sound comes from just four
people (Gilmour-guitar,
Mason-drums, Wright-organ,
Waters-bass) who only use
"traditional" instruments. The

vocals are appropriate and
likeable, and it all hangs together
intelligently. The Pink Floyd is
probably the only group that
could ever get away with doing
these crazy things without ever_
falling apart into senseless,
unpleasant noiz .

a,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

By AUCIA SUSZKO

College graduation is the end
of a four-year road when the
travels of one's mind come to an
abrupt halt. Some find
themselves continuing uDward
on another Journey, but many4
more are plunged into a
cataclysmic abyss. To them thei
chaos in society today may
signify the end of a road. Law
and order have become a,
euphemism for brutality, and
universal discontent is in
evidence each time one glances
at the headlines. One cannot
help but wonder if this is the
logical conclusion to man's
striving for po wer. End of the
Road is a cry for salvation, a
plea to stop the aggression in the
world, to salvage what remains
of humanity and rebuild it. It is
a noble attempt that fails-
largely because of director
Aram Avakian's choice of John
Barth's novel for his own flower
child.

End of the Road is totally
repellant. After graduation
Jacob Horner rejects the system
and aimlessly lapses into a
catatonic state, revealing his
detrimental character to the rest
of the world. In order to be
cured he is taken to the
"liberated" madhouse of Dr. D.
From there, Horner secures a
job, befriends fellow teacher Joe
Morgan, seduces Joe's wife,
Rennie, and is instrumental in
causing her death.

In directing his first film,.
Avakian has been overly
concerned with expressing his
ovw opivnion. At times they are
simply too - blunt. From light

comedy to abortion and death,
us of newreel clips of
campus riots, Vietnam the
moon walk and President
Nixon, Avakian has turned out a
film which becomes a parody

rather than commentary. Horner
and the people he encounters
become caricatures, mere
vehicles to voice the director's
views.

Avakian's error was to distort
John Barth's novel to the point.
of repulsion. Collaborating with
Terry Southern and Dennis
McGuire on the screenplay, he,
has ca d the setting of a
mental institution into--a
freaked-out light show
spotlighting perverted people.
He has neglected character for
ideal, allowing the barrage of
brutality to become vulgar.
Honesty emerges in only one
scen-e - Ren-Pie's abortion.
Although this scene is more
gruesome than the rest of the
films it has none of the film's
commercial, nonsensical aspects.
The scene shocks and horrifies,
almost redeeming the
tastelessness beforehand. But
rather than leaving the audience
with his one magnificent
achievement, Avakian 'shows
Horner dumping Rennie's body
into a lake while Billie Holliday
drones on in the background
"Don't Worry 'Bout Me."

As Horner, Stacy Keach
displays none of the fine acting
for which he has won acclaim on
the stage (Indians, MacBird).
Homer is so totally subdued,
constantly on the verge of
repression, that one cannot
relate to anything he does, nor

does BOe really B
that Horner i

daneious and th
is capable of bec
malady is poorly
the film. The
portions of Horne
viewer sees nevew
frightening X
implications for
society. James
manages to cres
dsgusting Dr. I
though it is not
'Rather than
fanatical, hideous
screaming a
pronunciation ju
irritatg

. I

Avakian's greatest asset lies in
his choice of actors, for Joe and
Rennie. They are brilliantly
palyed by Harris Yulin and
Dorothy Tristan (Avakian's
wife). As the frustrated boy
.scout, Yulin does well in his one
scene-a Russian roulette game
with an unloaded gun. Silently
watching, Miss Tristan
beautifully portrays the
vulnerability which is Rennie's
downfall. She gives the most to
her role in a film that is a collage
of shallow personalities.

^ From the 24 or so hours of
:llm shot, End of the Road was
edited to two hours. Judging
from the result, the other 22
hours must have been tortuous.
Avakian has been quoted as
saying, "If people don't love this
film, they'll hate it. No one will
be neutral." With his offensive
and repugnant attack, there is
little to be neutral about.
Unf ortunately for Avakian,
there is ako little to6 love.-

-<»

Dough

Fairbanks,

Anna May Wong

and a cast of
thousands

-ILec 100 Raoul Walsh's
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SUNDAY CINEMA

A J§C STEREO SYSEMwl

BUY |W0WWM BASL Y0@MB
Now on sale in all quads during dinner

ThursdaySunday thru

c at SBU ticket office

1st Prize- JVC Mini Component Stereo System
witk Steree Cassette Recorder

2nd Prize- Portable black ail white TV with black screen

3rd Prize- Two complimentary froit row) tickets to all

SAB sponsored concerts-Sept. '70 to Nay '71

25¢@ plus carnival button

5/S1.00 plus carnival button & bumper sticker
-9 ***--- IF-- -
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line read - Garbage, off the
board. On par they showed

superior rebounding, shooting
and ball-handling, pbs the
coaching of Gerry Goo&berg. But
on the court 1B led by its new
mentor, Red Raider, Tom
Archibald took the play right to
their foes with bustle and tough
defense.

By BARRY SP[ RO

The 1969-70 Intramural
Basketbal a nsp was
once aMn ganered by an
independent squad -Garbge - in
a 48-47 victory over AT-1BE

Before the ge the betting

At times the Garbage's
shooting paralleled their team
name. Mhy shook out of their
lethargy just enough to come
'away with a 26-25 lead at the
half. Rich Greenfield, tough
close in, led the "'Trashmen'
with 11 and B.C. chipped in
with 7 points. Billy Stokes had
10 for 1B, as possibly the game
most dominating player. Kenny
Kantor had eight but found
himself in deep foul trouble with
four at the half.

The second half rocked back
and forth until Garbage put on a
spurt after Kantor fouled out of
the game with 8:17 to go. Any
Dramer's layup with 4:31 left on
a fast break pass from Ken
Glassberg gave Garbage a 44-37
lead. The eventual champs
immediately went cold and
failed to score again in
regulation time. For 1B Wayne
Fleishman hit a free throw and
jumper to cut the margin to
four. Kaplan made the score
44-42 with 1:58 to go as the
Garbage's attempt at a stall
sputtered. Stokes finally tied the
game on a bound off a missed
foul shot in the lane with 0:50
left. 1B recovered possession of
the ball with but 0: 28 on the
clock, called time out and
decided to let Stokes freeze the
ball for the final shot of the
game. Billy then proceeded to
get himself trapped in the corner
and was never even able to get
off a shot as the clock ran out. It
was a toss-up as to who wanted
the game less at this point.

Fleishman traded early baskets
and the score was knotted at 46
with 1:30 left. Harvey Horn,
wbo had done the bulk of the
rebounding since Kantor left the
scene, fouled Greenfweld on a
rebound. Rich calmly sank 1 and
1 for a two point Garbage lead.
In an unbelievable rinish, that
seemed almost to parallel the

Hall final, Stokes w fouled
with 0:03 showing on the dlock'
a he drove to the hoop. The air
could have been cut with a knife
as Bills t it the
rim and fell through. The second
boper rolled off the side of the
rim into the hands of Dave
Ferris of Garbage. Finish.
Garbage 48. ... ATA1B 47.

A

A
x
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By CHUCK JEFFORDS

The Stony Brook bowling
team finished their season with a
spiteful 3-1 victory over first
place Adelphi before the
vacation, but ended the year ir
second place 2% points behind
the Garden City Panthers.

Fhe Patriots, who led the
league most of the season,
faltered near the end, partially
because of the absence of clutch
bowler Jim Seligman, who was
not allowed to change his Chem
lab. Stony Brook entered the
match 4% points out of first
place after w soulbreaking 3-1
upset to -Southampton at the
now infamous Oscar's Lanes.

It was the fourth time this
year that bowlers met Adelphi,
once each of the regular rounds,
and once each position round.
The win evened their head to
head record at 8-8. Stony Brook
lost the first game of the day
882-826, as Steve Bilzi had the
Patriot's only respectable game
with a 191. Stony Brook
exploded in the second game,

perhaps from the chemical
know-how of Seligman, who
finished lab early and raced over
in his Mustang, just in time to
come in as a sub. The team
regained the power they had
demonstrated earlier in the
season, and rolled an impressive
and revitalizing 967 against
Adelphi's 921. The final game of
the year was extremely close
until the final two frames, when
Stony Brook showed it was the
Same team as in days gone by,
and pulled away at the finish
line for an 893-849 victory,
enough to take the total wood as
well.

Very strangely, however,
there was no Stony Brook chant,
"We're number 2."

Undoubtedly, the biggest
event of the day took place on
adjacent lanes, where
Southampton's John LaSpina
roled a 673 series on games of
223, 266 and 184. Adelphi
leadoff man Marty Pols pulled
out high average over La~pi
and Stony Brook's Al Rovere
with a 647 against the Pats.

overtime

In overtime Dave Ferris and

Give your
kids a laugh 40

Wednesday, AprH 15
LECTURE HALL

10:00 a.m.-COCA
10:15-1-6 Cinema Atelier
10:30-El Ateneo
10:45-Russian Club
11:00-Italian Club
11:15-French Club

SOC. SCI. BLDG. GARDEN

11:30-Psychology Society
11:45-Young Republicans
12:00-Central Islip Volunteers
12:15-Christlan Science Org.
12:30-Sociology Forum
12:45-Dark Room

UNION MAIN ENTRANCE

2:30-BSU
2:45-Pollty Officers
3:00-Statesman
3tl5-Soundings
3:30-SAB
3:45-Commuter Association
4:00-Newman Club
4t15-Specuba

Tuesday, April 14
P-LOT BY STATION

10:OO a.m.-SportsCar Club
0:1S-international Club

10:30-VarsitY Club
10:45-Cheerleaders
1 1:00-Foreign Relations Club

ENGINEERING QUAD GARDEN

11:30-Computer society
11:45-Science Fiction Forum
12:00-BMcycle Club
12:15-1EEE

ESS BUILDING

2:00-ESS Society
2:15-Chem Society
2:30-Blo Society
2:45-Math Society
3:00-Physics Society
3:15-Astronomy Club
3:30-Marine Science Club

Monday, April 13
T-LOT BARN

10:00 a.m.-Amateur Radio Club
10:15-Hilel
10:30-Lnenar
10:45-Moderate Students Organization
11:00-Sailing & Surfing Club
11:15-Solar Eclipse Club

TABLER STEPS

11:45-Pre-Med Pre-Dent Society
12:00-Pre-Law Society
12:15-"Wder Horizons
12:30-Modern Dance Club
12:45-Orientation Leaders

KELLY CAFE PATIO

2:30-B'hal Club
2:45-Cuplicate Bridge Club
3:00-Oriental American Society
3:15-»nt'n't' Folk Dancing Club
3:30-Worker's League-

1) Pictures for R.A.'s and Quad Legislatures will be taken Thursday,
I April 16, in e center of each quad as follows:

Legqslatures
10:15 a.m.
10:45 am.
11:30a.m
12: 15 pm.
2:15 pm.

RA's
10:00 am.
10:30 a.m.
11:15a.m.
12:00 noon
2:00 pm.

H
G
Roth
Tao
Kelly

i \ Pictures for the Riding Club will be taken on Saturday, April 18, at Smoke Run
J Farm at the end of the morning.

Bowlers End Season
Second To Adelphi

mn&
mu 9

Save TIM w a \
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1
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SPECULA- PICTURES
Pictures Will Be Taken According

to the Following Schedule

Note:
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champion.
Following even scrimmages

with Fordham (3-1) and
Columbia (3-2, 4-3), the squad
was anxious to get the regular
season under way. Perhaps too
anxious.

The game, played behind the
gym on dunes which are very
loosely called a "field," started
on a bright note as Baker retired

errors, two walks and two hit
batsmen, good tor twelve jumbo
runs. It was really an exhibition
of how not to play baseball.

A deflected grounder was
quickly followed by a wildc
throw to third, a muffed pop fly
to center, a booted grounder, a
dropped throw at the plate and a
single turned into extra bases.
Another such display and they'll
be back in intramurals.

After this the team settled
down somewhat. The fielding
"dolchstoss" only struck three
more times before Baker left in
the ninth, Steve Ashby finishing
the game. However at one time
or another every started looked
like a fish in the field, with the
singular exception of first sacker
Mike "Mickey" Weiner.

Happily, the team did some
positive things.

It reached Menzl, a lad
offered $15,000 out of high
school and drafted by the Mets
and Dodgers, for three runs,
three hits and seven baserunners
in five innings. Last season the
big lefty hurled a no-hitter
against the Patriots, striking out
by 15. Thursday he fanned
three.

It raked Julick, his reliever,
for seven runs in three innings.
While many came around on
walks, it was good to see the
team exhibit some on base and
scoring prowess.

The game also afforded
baseball coach Frank Tirico a
chance to see what many of his
new faces could do. Only four
returning "veterans" opened,
none in the infield.

Finally, Craig Baker had a
chance to show his stuff when it
counted. Not quite as
spectacular as during exhibition
season, Baker nevertheless
showed himself game and
yielded just three earned runs on
nine hits to one of the toughest
foes the Pats encounter.

Last year's conference
runners-up, Brooklyn and Post,
will continue the team's rugged
opening schedule. Tomorrow the
team faces Brooklyn at the
Parade Grounds, while Post will
pay us a visit next Wednesday.

six in a row, then was staked to
a run in the bottom of the
second. Joe Dono walked,
moved to third after an error by
Craig Menzl, Adelphi's super
pitcher, and scored as Mike
Leiman rolled out to second.

But the 40 minute third
inning proved quite a damper,
with 15 men stepping up to the
plate and collecting five hits, five

LOSING EFFORT: Pat pitcher, Craig Baker, shows his stuff when it
counted. SB lost 16-8. photo by Robert F. Cohen

There are 11 dual meets
scheduled with the climax being
the Coilegiate Track Conference
Championships in May. Henry
Von Mechow is the coach,
returning for his second season.
He is assisted by Hal Rothman
and manager Danny Kaye.

The sprinters, led by last
year's MVP Phil Farber, include
John Turner, Dave Cohen, Chris
Lake, and James Jones. Except
for co-captain Farber, these are
all new untested Stony Brook
Trackmen.

With five team members okay
for honors in the 440, there
should be plenty of depth. The
quarter-milers are Ralph La
Moglia, Jim Whitney, Stan
Levinger, Don Kluizenaar, and
Carl Hunter.

Looking impressive in time
trials, the 880 men are led by
co-captain Dan Pichney. Others
include Bob Rosen, Mark Cohen
and Doug Marqueen.

The lonely long distance
runners are paced by Oscar
Fricke. Keeping Oscar company

kin the one and two mile events,
rare Robert 'veteran' Moore, Jack

Bookman, Frank Hayward,
Bernie Schmadtke, and Mike

e Katz.
l The hurdlers include Steve
. 'tiki' Arnold, Miles Ng, Roy

e Deitchman, and Stan Levinger.
V Phil Jackson, Mark Silver,
t John Dulski, Greg Ward, Joe
h Walker, and Mike Leigh are the
or jumpers. This has been a trouble

spot for the team and this crew
d hopes to even the score in the
t broad, triple and high jumps.
y The 'big' men of the Stony
r, Brook team are those in the
d weights. They are Mike
d Vaudreuil, Bob Maestre, Gary
Id Visco, Jared Goldman, Jan
1, Dotemkin, Irv Brownstein, and
?r Chuck Weber. They will
en compete in the shot put,
ig hammer throw, discus, and
ix javelin.
ky Bob North is attempting the

pole vault for the Red and Gray.
iy Tomorrow's meet is against a
lo strong Queens teamatt~heirhome
Iy track. Because Queens College
*r. has an indoor season and the
be Pa t r iots do not, they are
ip probably in better shape. The
)n track team started to put it all
e. together during Easter recess
as workouts and hopes to open the
it, season on a high note. However,
Iy Queeens is one of the top
)d powers in the schedule and the
de meet should be a tough one.

By STAN LEVINGER
AND ROY DEITCHMAN

The track team will open its
season tomorrow with a dual
meet against Queens College
climaxing two weeks of
workouts. This year's team,
according to co-captain Danny
Pichney, is much stronger than
any previous squad with over 30
guys trying to make the grade.
As Pichney put it, "We still lack
the depth in field events, but
with freshman eligible to compete
as varsity, we should finish with
a winning season."

Crew Team
Loses At
Philadelphia

By ROBERT GRAUMAN

The varsity and freshman
crews traveled to Philadelphia on
Sunday, April 5, for a dual meet
with Drexel Tech. The season
opener gave the Patriots their
first two losses.

In the opening event, th(
freshman race, the Pat cubs were
a bit slow off the start, as Drexe
quickly pulled a length lead
Drexel held its margin down th<
course, and although Ston5
Brook closed the gap somewha
at the end , they could not read
first place and finished four o
five seconds behind.

The varsity race starte<
similarly, as Drexel jumped ou
in front. The Patriot varsit
would not roll over, however
and by the 1000 meter mark hai
nearly pulled even, and trailer
only by 3 or 4 seats. The secon
half of the race was all Drexe
however, as their smooths
stroking enabled them to ope
up a lead again, and win goin
away. Drexel finished in si
minutes flat, to a 6:19 for Ston
Brook.

This coming Saturday, Ston
Brook will be in Poughkeepsie t
compete against Marist and Hol
Cross on the Hudson Rive
Practice this week should I
extra difficult, both to make u
for lost time during the vacatio
and to prepare for that rac
Last fall, Stony Brook w
narrowly defeated by Maris
and Saturday's race will not on
be a grudge match, but a goc
indication of progress ma(
since that time.

Humble d
deficit on the strength of its
four, five and six players to post
a satisfying win.

The day was bright and sunny
but the Stony Brook outlook
was rather dim when Stu
Goldstein, Gerry Glassberg and
Jon Nordlicht suffered
ignominious defeats at the hands
of superior Panther shot makers.
The Pats were badly outplayed
by an Adelphi trio that read like
a page out of Who's Who in
Hollywood. Ricky November, he
must have used the same agent
as Rock Hudson. Rick Elstein
and Chris Dickens looked like
they had just stepped out of an
Annette Funicello movie. To the
detriment of Stony Brook tennis
they thought they were cast as
Rod Laver, John Newcombe and
Tony Roche, and the roles
carried over onto the court as
the Panther Three posted 6-2,
6-1, 6-0, 6-4, 6-2 victories
respectively.

Pats Come Back

But here the Adelphi fantasy
ended - the rest of the Panthers
were mere mortals, and lousy
tennis players to boot. Ken
Glassberg, McDonnell, and Chen
turned the tide with impressive
romps over Adelphi's Schure,
Alter and Freidman. The wins
that evened the match at 3-3
were by convincing 6-4, 6-2, 6-1,
6-2, 6-2, 6-0 margins.

The match rested on the three
doubles encounters that an
inspired Patriot squad felt sure
they could win. The Glassberg
boys played like men possessed
to give the Pats a quick 4-3
match lead, 6-1, 6-3. Ken,
playing what he admitted to be
"the finest doubles match of my
life," was superb at the net.

McDonnell and Chen were
able to clinch the victory soon
after as they slaughtered a weak
Panther duo 6-2, 6-1. The frosh
and soph respectively showed
fine form in this, their first
varsity performances.

With the match outcome
decided the Adelphia beach boys
posted an irrelevant 6-1, 7-5 win
over the Pat patsies of the day,
Goldstein and Nordlicht.

The long but rewarding day
was over. Stony Brook was 1-0
for the season and calmness
reigns.
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Lack of Gloves Hurts Pats;
Team Bows to Adelphi, 16-8

By JERRY REITMAN

Eight fielding boots sabotaged a creditable mound performance by Craig Baker, and
left the Patriots on the short end of a 16-8 decision against Adelphi. The game opened the
season and Knick Conference Baseball play. Adelphi is the defending

Trackmen Are Confident -
And Set For Sat. Opener

Netmen Victorious
Panthers

By BARRY SHAPIRO

"Where's Garden City? What's
in Garden City?"Adelphi.'"What's
Adelphi?" It was the normal
hectic beginning of another
sports season - this time varsity
tennis. The scheduled 12:30
departure time passed with the
ignition key still in the driver's
pocket. There was the normal air
of tension disguised by false
laughter.

"Where are theGlassbergs? We
can't leave without the
Glassbergs. "

There was Mike Chen
running around with a bulky
tennis case searching for a light
bag. And there was Jon
Nordlicht solving the problem by
purchasing a brand new Campus
Bookstore shopping bag.

"Here comes Gerry. Where
the hell is Kenny?"

There was Coach Don
Covleski resplendently attired,
brandishing the shades that
rendered him incognito - just in
case the tennis team got off to a
start similar to that of the frosh
basketball squad.

" Kenny's here. Does anyone
know how to get to Adelphi?'
Who cares? We'll find it. Hit it.
Let's go."

They were off, and somehow
4 hours and 32 minutes later the
first smiles of victory were
registered. The Pats' come from
behind 5-4 victory over a tough
Adelphi squad had made a
sunglassless Coach Covleski a
quick winner, and the sun was
going down anyway. Ken
Glassberg showed no ill effects
of his late entrance and shared in
the heroics with Chen and Joe
McDonnell, by posting singles
victories and pairing for
clinching double wins.

Adelphi Short on Talen

Adelphi had three fine
players, but rules allow each
player to compete in only one
singles match per meet. Three
players weren't enough to
combat Stony Brook depth.
Someone said we excelled deep
down. Someone else said we just
had a tough rear end ... of the
lineup. Whatever the reason the
netmen rebounded from a 3-1


